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SEN. LEVIN: Good morning, everybody. The committee meets today to
consider the ballistic missile defense policies and programs accompanying the
president's budget request for fiscal year 2011. We're pleased to have four
distinguished witnesses with us today to consider these matters.
Dr. Jim Miller, principal deputy undersecretary of Defense for Policy, has
been deeply involved in all facets of the administration's missile defense policy
consideration and their efforts.
This includes the phased adaptive approach to missile defense in Europe
announced by the president last September, as well as the Quadrennial Defense
Review, the Ballistic Missile Defense Review and the recently released Nuclear
Posture Review.
Dr. Michael Gilmore is the director of Operational Test & Evaluation
(DOT&E) at the Department of Defense. His office plays a crucial role in the
nation's ability to have confidence that our weapons systems work as intended.
And this committee has sponsored many improvements in the DOT&E ability to
assess the capabilities and testing of our missile defense systems.

He has recently submitted to Congress a number of reports related to
missile defense, and his organization has been instrumental in the development
of the new missile defense Integrated Master Test Plan.
Lieutenant General Patrick O'Reilly is the director of the Missile Defense
Agency, the MDA, which is charged with designing, developing and producing all
the elements of the ballistic missile defense system and ensuring that they work
together effectively in an integrated fashion to defend our homeland and our
forward-deployed forces, our allies and our partners. We will be interested to
hear how the $8.4 billion budget request for the Missile Defense Agency supports
the policies and strategies presented in the Ballistic Missile Defense Review.
Rear Admiral Archer Macy is the director of the Joint Integrated Air and
Missile Defense Organization of the Joint Staff. His organization works with the
combatant commanders to ensure that our missile defense programs are
meeting their needs, and to consider future needs for our missile defense
capabilities.
For example, several years ago, his organization conducted an important
analysis of our combatant commanders' upper-tier missile defense needs as
compared to the threats facing them. This study, called the Joint Capabilities Mix
Study, concluded that we needed to buy at least twice as many Standard Missile3 and THAAD interceptors as planned to meet the warfighters' needs, and that's
what this administration plans on doing.
We thank our witnesses for their service, their numerous contributions to the
security of our nation, including improving our missile defense policy and
programs. The past year has been a busy one for missile defense. Last April,
Secretary Gates announced a number of significant changes to our missile
defense approach and programs, including the termination of a number of
troubled programs and an increased focus on our regional missile defense.
In September, President Obama announced a new phased adaptive
approach to missile defense in Europe, which was unanimously recommended
by Secretary Gates and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This February, along with the
budget request, the administration submitted the Quadrennial Defense Review
and the Ballistic Missile Defense Review. The latter was born in this committee.
And just a few weeks ago, the administration submitted the Nuclear Posture
Review, which was also initiated by this committee.
I want to commend the administration, our witnesses today, for their
thoughtful and thorough approach to these missile defense matters. I think there
are a number of significant improvements in missile defense that are consistent
with this committee's recommendations, and they deserve strong bipartisan
support.

First, much greater emphasis on meeting the needs of the combatant
commanders and in providing the capabilities to defend our forward deployed
forces, our allies and partners, against existing short- and medium-range missile
threats from nations like North Korea and Iran.
This focus is embodied in the phased adaptive approach that is being used
for Europe and other regions. In this regard, the good news, which sometimes
seems overlooked, is that we are ahead of the threat in defending our homeland.
We already have a missile defense system in place for the United States,
whereas those nations have not deployed long-range missiles that could reach
our shores. And our system is being improved and will be supplemented by
elements of the phased adaptive approach in Europe.
Second, the administration has adopted a policy of requiring realistic testing
and operational testing to demonstrate that our missile defense systems work
before we deploy them. This "fly before you buy" approach is long overdue and
brings missile defense into line with all of our other major defense acquisition
programs.
The new missile defense test -- the new missile defense test plan reflects
and supports this new policy and is a significant improvement.
Third, the management and oversight of the Missile Defense Agency's
programs has been strengthened through the Missile Defense Executive Board
and by making the MDA programs consistent with the Weapon Systems
Acquisition Reform Act of 2009. The administration's focus on fiscally sustainable
missile defense is both realistic and essential.
Fourth, the emphasis on international efforts and cooperation should help
strengthen regional security against missile threats from nations like Iran and
North Korea. This includes our work with NATO on missile defense in Europe
and with regional allies and partners in the Middle East and East Asia. In this
context, I would highlight the possibility of missile defense cooperation with
Russia. U.S.-Russia cooperation against Iran would send a powerful signal to
Iran of the unity of the world against their threatening policies and programs.
We have an important opportunity to improve our security through
cooperation, and I look forward to hearing about that potential from our
witnesses.
On a final note, concerning the new START treaty, the administration said
from the beginning of the negotiations that the treaty does not limit missile
defenses. The treaty is about reductions of strategic nuclear arms. And I hope
our witnesses will comment on that.
And before recognizing our witnesses, let me call on Senator McCain.

SEN. JOHN MCCAIN (R-AZ): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I join you in
welcoming our witnesses.
Over the past year, our national policy on missile defense has been
substantially revised. And I believed, and said so at the time, that this
administration got off on the wrong foot, with its plans for missile defense
undermining two NATO allies who had much at stake in our previous deployment
of these capabilities in Europe.
But with the missile -- Ballistic Missile Defense Review and with an
increased level of funding for missile defense in the FY '11 budget request, the
administration appears to have embraced missile defense. Their proposal to
established (sic) a layered global defense, missile defense and architecture
seems to be scalable and flexible enough to address the threats of today and
prepare for those of tomorrow.
By rapidly pursuing the phased adaptive approach while also providing
much-need modernization, sustainment and development funding for legacy
systems such as our Ground-Based Midcourse Defense system, this budget
represents a seriousness on missile defense from this administration.
Nonetheless, given their abrupt actions in the past, the administration must make
a long-term commitment to missile defense and honor all of the long-term goals
established within their BMD Review, especially the development of the SM-3
Block IIB interceptor, which will provide additional defense to the homeland.
In the event that the proposed development and deployment of later
generations of the SM-3 interceptor are not achieved within the planned 2018 to
2020 time frame, it's imperative that the administration fully support and fund the
development of the two- staged ground-based interceptor as a technological
hedge.
The management of the Defense Missile Agency appears to be turning a
corner, as recently highlighted by GAO. Still, there's more to be done, including
the establishment of key baselines across all programs and addressing both
inadequate quality control and substandard contractor performance. Poor
contractor performance has long plagued many of the departments' multi-billiondollar acquisition programs, and I'm encouraged by the steps the Missile Defense
Agency is undertaking to withhold profits from contractors responsible for
unacceptable, poor or substandard performance.
To illustrate this point, the failed Terminal High Altitude Area Defense test in
December is indicative of the financial and operational consequences that can
result from one contractor's carelessness. This critical test, one of the last
necessary to certify the operational capability of this important missile defense
system, required hundreds of hours to coordinate and over $50 million to field.

However, the test was rendered useless when the air launch target, as a
result of blatant contractor error, failed to ignite, fell from the back of a C-17 and
sank to the bottom of the Pacific Ocean.
For far too long, contractors have attempted to cut corners on quality control,
at an increased cost to the taxpayer. This is simply unacceptable, and I look
forward to hearing what more you are doing to ensure that all future contracts are
structured to demand both accountability and performance.
Missile defense is a key national security priority, and its importance will only
grow as we take responsible steps to reduce our nuclear arsenal. While the new
START treaty has not officially been transmitted to the Senate, Secretary Gates
has affirmed that this treaty will not, quote, "limit plans to protect the United
States and our allies by improving and deploying missile defense systems."
Nonetheless, I'm concerned that the treaty may establish a low threshold for
Russia to withdraw, citing future U.S. missile defense deployments as the
rationale. Unilateral Russian statements to this effect are troubling. Missile
defense is not and should not be viewed in Moscow as some new form of postCold War aggression. It is rather a reasonable and prudent response to the very
real threats that the Iranian and North Korean regimes pose to the United States,
our friends and our allies.
In the coming months, we will have the opportunity to address -- to assess
the treaty and confirm that nothing inhibits our ability to deploy defensive
weapons to counter the missile threats of rogue states. Russia must not have
veto power over U.S. decisions on our missile defense architecture, and I will
reject any attempts by this administration or any future administration to do so.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank the witnesses for their hard work.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you -- thank you very much, Senator McCain.
Let us start with Secretary Miller. Dr. Miller?
MR. MILLER: Chairman Levin, Senator McCain, distinguished members of
the committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify today. It's a pleasure to join
my colleagues here on the panel.
In February, as the chairman noted, the Department of Defense published
the report of the first-ever Ballistic Missile Defense Review, or BMDR. In
requiring that DOD conduct this review, Congress stipulated that we start with an
updated threat assessment.
The ballistic missile threat today is increasing both quantitatively and
qualitatively and is likely to continue to do so over the next decade. Several

states are also developing nuclear, chemical and/or biological warheads for their
missiles. The threat to the U.S. homeland from states like North Korea and Iran
continues to develop. Neither has yet acquired ICBMs that could reach the
United States, but both are working to acquire and/or develop long-range ballistic
missile capabilities, including space-launched vehicles, which include many of
the necessary technologies.
The threat from short- and medium-range missiles has developed rapidly
over the past decade. Both Iran and North Korea present a significant regional
missile threat. These conclusions of the Missile Defense Review have been
reinforced by a report submitted recently by DOD on the military power of Iran.
This report notes that Iran is continuing to improve its missile capabilities, and it
is also, quote, "at a minimum, keeping open the option to develop nuclear
weapons if it chooses to do so," end quote.
Based on this threat assessment, the BMDR set six policy priorities for U.S.
missile defense. First, the United States will continue to defend the homeland
against the threat of limited ballistic missile attack. The top priority for U.S.
missile defense efforts is to defend the United States from the threat of missile
attack by regional actors such as North Korea or Iran. The United States does
not intend for missile defense to affect the strategic balance with Russia or
China.
Through our missile defense programs, the United States seeks to dissuade
states such as North Korea or Iran from developing an ICBM, and, failing this, to
deter them from using it, or if necessary, to defeat their attacks.
The second policy priority is that the United States will defend against
regional missile threats to U.S. forces while protecting our allies and partners and
helping to enable them to protect themselves. As you know, and as was noted in
September 2009, based on unanimous advice of the civilian and military
leadership of the Department of Defense, the president endorsed the new
phased adaptive approach for missile defense in Europe. Since then we have
concluded agreements with Romania and Poland to host the two planned landbased sites for BMD interceptors in 2015 and 2018 respectively. And more
broadly, we've worked closely with our NATO allies on the way ahead for the
alliance on missile defense.
The BMDR concluded that the United States should pursue a phased
adaptive approach not only in Europe but also in other regions, particularly
Northeast Asia and the Middle East. And this approach will be tailored to the
threats appropriate to those regions.
The third policy priority stipulated by the BMDR was that before new
capabilities are developed, they must undergo testing that enables assessment
under realistic operational conditions. As the chairman noted, we believe in "fly

before you buy." Flight testing under realistic operational conditions is needed to
provide proven capabilities for the defense of the nation and of our warfighters.
And our other witnesses, including Mr. Gilmore -- or Dr. Gilmore, will have more
to say about that.
Fourth policy priority was, the commitment to new capabilities must be
fiscally sustainable over the long term. Our investments in BMD as in other areas
must be managed to ensure that there are sound capability improvements, at
reasonable cost and in overall balance with other defense priorities.
The fifth policy priority is that U.S. BMD capabilities must be flexible enough
to adapt as the threat changes. Our BMD program is building systems that are
mobile and modular, to ensure that we can quickly reinforce capabilities in a
given region and also so that we can successfully adapt capabilities as the threat
evolves.
We are also taking a number of steps to hedge against potential increases in
the threat, including for example completed Missile Field 2 at Fort Greely, Alaska.
This will provide the ability to rapidly deploy eight additional ground-based
interceptors if needed.
Sixth and finally the United States will lead expanded international efforts for
missile defense. We are working with allies and partners to strengthen
deterrence and build regional security architectures, through improved missile
defense and through other measures.
And my full statement includes many relevant details. These cooperative
efforts are essential to the credibility of extended deterrence and reassurance of
our allies and partners.
In sum, the BMDR comprehensively considered U.S. missile defense
policies, strategies, plans and programs in the context of current and emerging
ballistic missile threats to the United States homeland, to our deployed forces
and to our allies and partners.
It resulted in a $700-million increase in our BMD funding request, for fiscal
year 2011, over 2010. And we believe that it provides a clear and sensible path
forward for U.S. missile defenses.
Before closing, I'd like to offer brief comments on the new START treaty and
U.S. missile defenses. As General O'Reilly's statement makes clear, the new
START treaty does not constrain the United States from deploying the most
effective missile defense as possible. Nor does it increase cost or add
inconvenience.

Senator McCain commented on the Russian unilateral statement, on missile
defense, associated with the new START treaty. And I ask to submit it for the
record, along with the related U.S. unilateral statement.
SEN. LEVIN: It'll be made part of the record.
MR. MILLER: Thank you.
I want to note here that these statements are not part of the treaty, and
obviously that's why they're called unilateral statements. They're not unilaterally
binding, but they do provide some insight into Russian and U.S. thinking. I'll take
just a moment to speak to that.
The U.S. -- pardon me. The Russian unilateral statement suggests that
Russia would consider withdrawing from the new START treaty if there is, quote,
"a buildup in the missile defense system capabilities of the United States of
America such that it would give rise to a threat to the strategic nuclear force
potential of the Russian federation," end quote. That is not the case today, nor do
we expect it to be the case in the future. In fact, both sides would have the right
to withdraw from a new START treaty if they deemed it necessary for their
supreme national interest. The previous START treaty and most other armscontrol agreements have similar provisions.
The U.S. unilateral statements notes that, as we stated in the BMDR, U.S.
missile defenses are not intended to affect the strategic balance with Russia. It
then says quite directly and quite accurately that, quote, "the United States
intends to continue improving and deploying its missile defense systems in order
-- in order to defend itself against limited attack and as part of our collaborative
approach to strengthening stability in key regions," end quote.
As this U.S. unilateral statement, the Ballistic Missile Defense Review and
our budget proposals all made clear, this administration is committed to
continuing to improve our missile defenses as needed to defend the U.S.
homeland, our deployed forces and our allies and partners.
I ask that my full written statement be entered into the record, and I look
forward to your questions.
SEN. LEVIN: It will be made part of the record, as will all of the statements.
Thank you very much.
Dr. Gilmore.
MR. GILMORE: Mr. Chairman, Senator McCain, members of the committee,
I'll very briefly summarize my written statement.

First, my characterization of demonstrated performance in ballistic missile
defense is contained in the report that I submitted to the Congress this past
February, which is required by law and is part of the oversight regime that the
Congress and particularly this committee has created and the role that my office
plays in overseeing testing progress in ballistic missile defense.
In that report, I characterize the demonstrated performance of the elements
of the BMDS using a one-to-six rating scale, with one being the lowest
demonstrated capability, and six being highest. Generally, Aegis, THAAD,
Patriot, against short-range ballistic missiles are rated at the highest levels, from
four to six. There's been relatively extensive testing against short-range threats.
And Aegis ground-based missile defense and THAAD against MRBMs -medium- range ballistic missiles -- intermediate-range ballistic missiles, and
intercontinental-range ballistic missiles, generally have demonstrated less
capability, and the less capability is demonstrated as the range of the missiles
increases.
With regard to major events over the last year, of course, there was the
successful shoot-down of a threat-representative missile by the airborne laser.
And with regard to developments in test planning, as you noted, Mr. Chairman,
there was the development of the Integrated Master Test Plan, an exercise in
which my office played a substantial role. The IMTP, as it's called, is, in my view,
a rigorous plan for conducting the tests and collecting the information that will be
needed to verify, validate and accredit all of the models that will be absolutely
essential to demonstrating confidence in the performance of the missile defense
system. Because we will never be able to test in live flight tests the system
throughout the entire battlespace that will be relevant.
And with regard to challenges in the future, missile defense testing is some
of the most complex testing that the Department of Defense conducts. It's very
difficult to execute these tests successfully. There have been failures in the past,
both with regard to interceptors and the targets. And targets in particular are a
real challenge, as I'm sure General O'Reilly will discuss. The realism and
reliability of the targets is something that needs work, and General O'Reilly has a
plan to work on that and to procure a new family of targets that we hope will be
more reliable than the ones in the past.
Thank you, and I'll be happy to respond to your questions.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you very much, Dr. Gilmore.
General O'Reilly.
GEN. O'REILLY: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Senator McCain, other
distinguished members of the committee. It is an honor to testify before you
today on the Missile Defense Agency's activities to continue developing and

fielding an integrated, layered ballistic- missile-defense system to defend the
United States, its deployed forces, allies and friends.
Under the oversight and direction of the Department of Defense Missile
Defense Executive Board, MDA proposes an $8.4 billion FY 2011 program that is
balanced to achieve six policy goals of the Ballistic Missile Defense Review's
report and the combatant commanders' and the services' missile-defense needs
stated in the latest U.S. Strategic Command's prioritized missile-defense
capabilities list.
First, defense of the homeland against limited attack. We continue to
upgrade the Ground-Based Midcourse Defense System to increase reliability,
survivability, ability to leverage new -- a new generation of missile-defense
sensors and testing to accredit our simulations. Missile fields in Alaska are in an
optimum location to intercept missiles from either North Korea or Iran. The
purchase of five additional ground-based interceptors and the production of
components to support extensive reliability testing and missile refurbishment will
sustain our production capability until 2016 and critical component manufacturing
beyond 2020.
Second, defense against regional threats. By 2015, we plan to buy 436 SM3 IA and IB interceptors, 431 THAAD interceptors, 14 AN/TPY-2 radars, nine
THAAD batteries and have 38 ballistic-missile- defense-capable ships available.
Our regional missile defenses are adaptable to the unique circumstances of
each combatant command. For example, we determined based on updated
intelligence estimates that our previous plan for the defense of Europe could be
rapidly overwhelmed and thus made ineffective by the large number of Iranian
medium-range ballistic missiles today.
Additionally the previous program did not cover most of Southeastern
Europe exposed to the ballistic missile threats today, would not have been
available till 2017 and was not adaptable to changes in future threats to Europe.
Therefore we plan to deploy a larger number of interceptors in Europe, in
four phases, as missile threats from the Middle East evolve. First, two phases in
2011 and 2015 prospectively to provide protection against short-and-mediumrange ballistic missiles.
The third phase in 2018 provides protection against intermediate- range
ballistic missiles. And the fourth phase in 2020 provides capability to intercept
intercontinental ballistic missiles from the region in which they are launched.
Third, prove the ballistic missile defense system works. We have submitted
a comprehensive integrated master test plan -- signed by Dr. Gilmore, the

services' operational test agencies and the commander of U.S. Strategic
Command -- to ensure we fly our missiles before we buy them.
However the two greatest challenges that we face, in developing missile
defense, is acquiring cost-effective reliable targets and improving quality control
of all products.
Over the past year, we have initiated a new target acquisition strategy to
increase competition, improve quality control, reduce costs and provide backup
targets starting in 2012.
However, the precision of missile defense systems requires stringent
manufacturing standards. Until we complete planned competitions, including the
greater use of firm fixed price contracts and defect clauses, we will have to
motivate some senior industry management through intensive inspections, low
award fees, issuing cure notices, stopping the funding of new contract scope,
and documenting inadequate quality control performance to influence future
contract awards.
Fourth, hedging against uncertainty. In accordance with warfighter priorities,
we are focusing our future technologies to develop more accurate and faster
tracking sensors on platforms to enable early intercepts, enhanced command
and control networks to rapidly fuse sensor data to handle large raid sizes, a
more agile version of our SM-3 interceptor to destroy long-range missiles,
Reentry Vehicles' discrimination and the development of high energy lasers.
Fifth, deploy new, fiscally sustainable capabilities over the long term. The
Missile Defense Agency is complying with the Weapon System Acquisition
Reform Act of last year by establishing and managing six baselines -- cost,
schedule, technical, test, contract and operational baselines -- increasing service
and combatant commander participation, and increasing emphasis on
competition at all phases of a program's acquisition life cycle. We are reviewing
over $37 billion in new contracts for competition over the next two years.
Sixth, expand international missile cooperation. We are currently engaged in
missile defense projects, studies and analysis with many countries, including
Japan, Poland, the Czech Republic, Israel, Australia, the United Kingdom,
Germany, South Korea, NATO, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait. Additional -- additionally, Poland and Romania have agreed to host
our Aegis Ashore sites, and we cooperatively developed the SM-3 IIA interceptor
with Japan, in which they invest over a billion U.S. dollars.
We also continue to support expert dialogue on cooperative efforts with
Russian -- with the Russian Federation, whose location of their surveillance
radars would significantly enhance our ability to monitor ballistic missile
development and flight testing in southwest Asia.

Relative to the recently expired START treaty, the new START treaty
actually reduces constraints on the development of the missile defense program.
Unless they have new-START-accountable first stages, which we do not plan to
use, our targets will no longer be subject to START constraints, which previously
limited our use of air-to-surface and water-borne launches of targets which are
essential for the cost- effective testing of missile defense interceptors against
medium- and intermediate-range ballistic missile targets in the Pacific area.
In addition, under new START, we no longer will be limited to five spacelaunch facilities for launching targets. The new START treaty also has no
constraints on ballistic missile defense system deployment. Article V, Section 3 of
the treaty prohibits the conversion of ICBM or sea-launched ballistic missile
launchers to missile defense -- conversion to missile defense launchers and vice
versa, while grandfathering five former ICBM silos at Vandenberg Air Force Base
already converted for ground-base interceptors.
MDA never had a plan to convert additional ICBM silos at Vandenberg.
Moreover, we've determined that if more interceptors are added at -- to
Vandenberg Air Force Base, it would be less expensive to build a new GBI
missile field, which is not prohibited by the treaty.
Regarding sea-launch ballistic missile launchers, some time ago we
examined the concept of launching ballistic missile defense interceptors from
submarines, and found it an unattractive and extremely expensive option. As the
committee knows, we have a very good and significantly growing capability for
sea-based missile defense on Aegis-capable ships.
In conclusion, MDA has teamed with combatant commanders, services,
other DOD agencies, academia, industry and international partners to address
the challenges of managing, developing, testing and fielding capabilities to deter
the use of ballistic missiles and effectively destroy them once launched.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to answering your questions.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you very much, General.
Admiral Macy?
ADM. MACY: Thank you, Chairman Levin, Senator McCain, distinguished
members of this committee. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss missile
defense and the roles and functions of the Joint Integrated Air and Missile
Defense Organization with you. I have submitted written testimony for the
committee, and I would like to take a few minutes to summarize the key points.
The Joint Integrated Air and Missile Defense Organization is a small group
of military and government civilian personnel that supports the chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Joint Staff and the combatant commanders. Our mission
is to identify and coordinate joint requirements for air defense, cruise missile
defense and ballistic missile defense to support development of solutions for the
warfighter.
Key tasks for my organization include advocating for the warfighters' desired
air-and-missile-defense capabilities; providing air-and-missile-defense subjectmatter expertise and advice to the chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff and to the
commander, United States Strategic Command; facilitating combatant commandand service- collaborative efforts to identify and develop operational concepts,
joint requirements, system interoperability and operational architectures;
developing and maintaining an air-and-missile-defense road map; and finally,
assessing and validating integrated air-and- missile-defense capabilities.
Our manning is tailored to provide current operational expertise in air and
missile defense and is drawn from across the services. Our staff officers include
Air Force E-3 AWACS, air battle-management specialists, Army Patriot-surfaceto-air-missile officers, Navy Aegis surface-warfare officers and Marine Corps
fighter pilots. The background and experience of these military personnel provide
them operational credibility and standing when discussing requirements of the
warfighter and enables them to translate operational needs into requirements,
documents, analysis and study activities and demonstrations.
It also provides a pool of experts to support the chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff and the development of policies and programs for the warfighter. JIAMDO
provides the chairman with direct input and assessment on combatant command
air-and-missile-defense needs and options on how to meet those needs.
JIAMDO is very focused on ensuring the department is delivering
capabilities that support combatant command operational plans and that address
their air-and-missile-defense gaps. We are an important conduit for the
combatant commanders to get their air-and-missile- defense needs into the
department. We have liaison personnel at Central Command, European
Command, Strategic Command, Joint Forces Command, Pacific Command,
Northern Command, NORAD, U.S. Forces Korea and U.S. Forces Japan.
And we support the U.S. Strategic Command in their role as the air and
missile defense integrating authority.
JIAMDO applies its extensive air and missile defense expertise, operational
analysis capabilities, and Pentagon process knowledge to serve as a link
between the combatant commands and the joint and service staffs.
JIAMDO has been positioned by the chairman to be at the intersection of the
requirements processes for air defense and ballistic missile defense, and to act
as an integration mechanism for harmonizing both common and differing needs

across multiple services, platforms and systems. Some recent and upcoming
activities highlight this. During the Ballistic Missile Defense Review, I was one of
the three directors of the review, and two of my senior officers served as cochairs of the programmatic process and execution working groups and
requirements teams.
JIAMDO also recently completed a ballistic missile defense inventory
analysis, the Joint Capability Mix Study, as alluded to by the chairman. This was
a U.S. Strategic Command requested study to determine the warfighters'
requirement for upper-tier interceptors. Working with the combatant commands,
the services, and the Missile Defense Agency, JIAMDO was able to quantify how
many interceptors were needed and the effect those numbers had on the
warfighting capability. It is important to emphasize that this was not a unilateral
effort by JIAMDO, and in fact would not have been possible without the support,
input and participation of the Missile Defense Agency and the combatant
commands.
With the advent of the phased adaptive approach for missile defense, we are
embarking on a new round of analysis to understand the implications of that
decision on our needs for sensors, weapons and systems. The PAA concept will
affect each combatant commander differently, and each will have their own
requirements for accomplishing their ballistic missile defense responsibilities.
In order to integrate these needs, we are undertaking a new round of
analysis, the Joint Capability Mix III study.
This is in its initial stages, and we are targeting completion for about this
time next year.
Finally as the director of JIAMDO, I am the U.S. representative to the NATO
Air Defense Committee. And I'm responsible for addressing air-and-missiledefense-related issues in NATO and for drafting and coordinating U.S. positions.
In this role, I have recently had the privilege of working with the NATO staff
and member countries, to discuss the application of the phased adaptive
approach in Europe and the potential for regional missile defense capability in a
NATO context.
I should also note that I had the opportunity to observe yesterday when the
North Atlantic Council was briefed, on the phased adaptive approach in Europe,
by the vice chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Cartwright.
In conclusion, developing the right capability for the warfighter is a
challenging task. JIAMDO is a unique organization positioned and manned to
meet this challenge and to support joint and coalition air and missile defense.

Thank you for your time. And I look forward to answering your questions.
SEN. LEVIN: Admiral, thank you very much.
Let's have a eight-minute first round.
Secretary Miller, you outlined the four phases of -- over the next decade for
the phased adaptive approach. So I'm not going to go into that in more detail.
But I am going to be asking you, General O'Reilly, to go through some of the
reasons why the military -- our military uniformly supported it. I'm going to just tell
you what I understand the advantages of the new system are and then see if you
agree. You outlined some of them. But I don't think it was as comprehensive as it
could be. So let me go through them.
First, does the new plan, the phased adaptive approach, provide protection
five years sooner than the old plan?
In other words is the -- the old plan would have been deployed about 2017, I
understand, while the new system would be deployed starting in 2011. Is that
true?
MR. MILLER (?): Yes, Senator. We would estimate five to six years earlier.
SEN. LEVIN: Okay. Doctor, you can chime in, and if either of you have a
difference of answer on this, let me know.
Secondly, it protects -- the new plan protects the most vulnerable areas first.
The old system would not have provided any protection for Southeastern NATO
Europe, the portions that are currently within range of Iranian missiles. The new
plan starts by protecting the areas that are currently within range of existing
Iranian missiles. Is that true?
MR. MILLER: That's correct.
SEN. LEVIN: Okay. Third, the new plan protects all of NATO Europe by
2018, will provide additional protection to the United States with phase four in the
2020 time frame, unlike the old system, which never would have covered more
than 70 to 75 percent of NATO Europe. Is that true?
MR. MILLER: That's right.
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir.
SEN. LEVIN: General.

Fourth, the old plan, with 10 interceptors in Poland, would have been -- or
could have been overwhelmed with just five Iranian missiles or more. The new
system, with many SM-3 interceptors at sea and on land, and the potential for
adding more with a naval surge, could handle many, many, many more Iranian
missiles of all ranges.
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir, that's correct.
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes.
MR. MILLER: General.
Next, the old system only defended against longer-range uranium missile
threats, which Iran does not yet have. The new system starts with capability
against existing threats but then adds capability against future threats. Is that
true, Doctor?
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.
SEN. LEVIN: General?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, the old system could be used to defend against
medium-range ballistic missiles, and that was part of our concern.
It was a mismatch of our capability versus that medium-range threat.
MR. MILLER: So, excuse me, just to amplify in a general statement, the
distinction between short- and medium-range, the old system would not have
covered the shorter-range system of 500 kilometers or a thousand kilometers or
under.
SEN. LEVIN: Yes. So in that regard, that's also a plus -- the adaptive system
is a plus in that regard as well?
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir.
SEN. LEVIN: Okay.
Dr. Miller, you agree? You shake your head?
MR. MILLER: Yes. Yes, sir.
SEN. LEVIN: Finally, the old system was a fixed-site system that could not
be moved to adapt to a changing threat. The new system is inherently flexible
and adaptable. The Aegis BMD ships can move quickly; the land-based SM3

sites could be relocated within about four months if a changed threat warranted
it. Is that correct?
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir.
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.
SEN. LEVIN: Now, the baselines -- General, you talked about I think six
baselines for acquisition, including cost-schedule performance testing. And one
of the issues here which Senator McCain raised has to do with some of the
problems that we have because of the cost-plus contracts that have been given
in this area and some of the losses that we've suffered as a result of not being
able to go after a contractor for defects. And he listed one of the major defects,
which has recently been clear.
Is it your -- and you mentioned, I think, General, that you -- you used the
figure $37 billion, you're looking through that number of potential contract awards
to see where competition can be more greatly -- more -- used more often. And
that, of course, is one way to keep costs down.
But in terms of defects, we're going to need to have some kind of warranties
against defects, it seems to me.
I mean, right now we've lost tens of millions of dollars -- more than that -hundreds of millions of dollars based on small defects, which means that
systems were presented to us that did not do the job that they were supposed to
do. And I'm just wondering whether or not, in addition to looking for greater
opportunities for competition to reduce the cost, whether you're also going to be
looking for a system which is not as much based on cost-plus but is based on,
warranties and defects would have to be paid for by the contractors.
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir. As I review the acquisition strategy for the value
of $37 billion of contracts in the next two years, that is one of the criteria that I
review for, is where can we apply both fixed-price contracts, which puts the
penalty of not delivering a fully operational functional end item on the producer -not only that, but also look for defect clauses.
The problem that I have right now is with a lot of these contracts, on the
developmental side, there was an intent for the government and industry to share
risk, but that risk we were talking about was a developmental risk and risk of
technology and new manufacturing processes. Unfortunately, that cost-plus
coverage to handle those risks limits our ability to enforce the fact when defects
are -- occur, and the contractor is still not liable for those defects because of the
way the contracts were constructed. So yes, sir, we are reviewing the actual
construct of each one of those contracts.

SEN. LEVIN: All right. That's very important to us.
We just have a reform acquisition law, which this committee initiated and
promoted, and it was signed by the president. And I understand sharing risks in
the developmental stage. I mean, that is clear.
I mean, you're not going to get too many contractors who are going to be
willing to take the risk of a new system which is under development. That's very
different however from producing something with a defect in it which is not
supposed to be there.
It's a manufacturing defect. Something's left out which is supposed to be
there. Something's put in the wrong place. That's not supposed to be a shared
risk. That's a failure of manufacturing.
And I'm glad, and I know that Senator McCain, because he raised this point
very strongly and he feels very strongly, and I think all the members do, this
committee, because we've been so actively involved in the reform effort here, in
terms of acquisition, that your determination in this area is very important to us.
Now, I know, that, Dr. Gilmore, you've got some skin in that game as well.
And I'm sure that this effort that has been described, and I think was part of your
testimony, is also good news for you as well.
Is that accurate?
MR. GILMORE: That's correct.
I mean, the pace of testing now is largely lagging because -- not lagging but
limited by the availability of targets. So the sooner that we can get reliable
targets, the more testing can be done.
SEN. LEVIN: And Dr. Miller, do you want to add anything to that issue, in
terms of cost-plus versus fixed-price and getting guarantees, warranties against
defective manufacturing?
MR. MILLER: Senator, I'll just say that I agree with the statements of both
General O'Reilly and Dr. Gilmore.
SEN. LEVIN: All right, thank you.
My time is up. I guess Senator Inhofe is -SEN. JAMES INHOFE (R-OK): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm going to cover three things pretty quick here.

First of all, the chairman spent a long time talking about the old system, the
new system. And we're talking about the third site in Poland, which is one that I
very strongly supported during that time.
So do you agree that initially we're talking about having that capability of
knocking down an ICBM from Iran and the third site by -- originally by 2013? That
slipped probably to about 2015. Am I generally right there?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, originally it was, and -SEN. INHOFE: Actually, originally, I think it's 2012, but then it started
slipping and -GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir. And then the requirements for ratification of the
treaties before we could begin work to build a missile field is five-and-a-half
years, another year and a half to integrate it and to complete the operational
certification by the combatant command in Europe. So it was 2017 we reached
the point before we could have the first operational site.
SEN. INHOFE: Okay. Now I disagree with that, and there is, I will submit for
the record, evidence that would have been 2015. It's not that big a deal, but that's
an opinion that I'm expressing.
The second thing I want to get out is, on this treaty, how it does affect our
ability to protect America, our national missile defense system. Dr. Miller, I looked
in your written testimony after you made a statement, and I couldn't find it, but
you said something to the effect that the restriction by Russia -- there is no
restriction by Russia in terms of our ability for a national missile defense system.
And I did find, however, in General O'Reilly's statement, it says the new START
treaty has no constraints on current and future components of the BMD's
development or deployment.
Let me just suggest to you that I -- there are a lot of people who disagree
with that. And I -- I mean, how do you respond, very, very briefly -- and just take
one of you; perhaps, General O'Reilly, you'd be the right one -- when you have
the Russian defense (sic; foreign) minister Sergei Lavrov, who stated that linkage
to missile defense is clearly spelled out in these -- in the accord, and legally
binding, and the Russians will have the right to exit the accord if the U.S.
buildings -- up a missile defense strategy, I also have actually from -- this is from
the statement that was given, the unilateral statement by Russia, where they say
the same thing, that yes, we are -- we do have that restriction on the United
States, and it is legally binding.
Any response to that?

GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, the Department of Defense general counsel and the
State Department and the National Security Council general counsel have all
advised me that it is not legally binding.
SEN. INHOFE: So that's us. We're saying it's not legally binding, although
the Russians say it IS legally binding. Does that bother you?
GEN. O'REILLY: No, sir.
SEN. INHOFE: Well, it bothers me. The -GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, if I -- sir, if I could add briefly, the -- it's clear that the
Russian unilateral statement is not unilaterally binding, but it's also clear that they
have the right to withdraw from the treaty once ratified and implemented, should
they see it in their national security interest. We don't see -- we don't expect that
to be the case.
And I would also note that the Russians have made a similar statement with
respect to the START treaty and concerns about -- (inaudible) -- development.
SEN. INHOFE: Yes, I know that.
GEN. O'REILLY: The U.S. then withdrew from the ABM Treaty. The
Russians stayed in the START treaty at that time. We can expect them to make
decisions that are based on their national interest.
SEN. INHOFE: The third thing that I want to get into the record -- and there's
not going to be a lot of time to do all this -- would be our -- the issue that comes
out as to when Iran is going to have the capability. What has bothered me -- and
we spent a long time looking at this -- we know that we have ground-based
interceptors in California, we know we have them in Alaska. And we've seen the
map showing the footprint that, yes, it does reach the East Coast of the United
States, barely. And a lot of people have said, well, that's assuming we're lucky
with one shot. And then there's a percentage that's attached to that.
So I think the previous administration, in talking about the third site, felt the
same as I do. That is not a comfort level that I feel that I -- that I'm enjoying.
Now, when do you think -- would anyone like to volunteer as to when you
think that the -- that the Iranians are going to have the capability of sending an
ICBM to continental United States?
MR. MILLER: Sir, that's a(n) inherently uncertain question. The current
estimates, as included in a recent unclassified report submitted by DOD, say that
it could potentially be as soon as 2015.

SEN. INHOFE: Okay. And I agree with that, and that's the first thing we
agree on.
That being 2015, and the capability, as I look at this -- and we've been
talking about the old system and the new system. I'm familiar with the SM-3,
Block IA, what its capabilities are. That's 2010; that's now. The Block IB, 2015;
Block II-Alpha, that would be 2018. But really, to have the capability of a groundbased system that would have been in this case in Poland -- at one time, we
were talking about doing that in Florida, and decided that we wanted to have
something that would also be defensive for Western Europe, and I agreed with
that at the time. But to get to that, you've got to have an SM-3 Block IIB, Bravo.
Does anyone want to venture a guess as to when that II-Bravo would be
effective?
MR. MILLER: Sir, we -SEN. INHOFE: Deployable?
MR. MILLER: Sir, we estimate that for 2020. If I could briefly add, the
current deployment, or the current planned deployment for the phased adaptive
approach includes the placement of a forward-based radar in Europe in the 2011
time frame. That radar would not only help the defense of Europe; it will also help
the defense of the United States, and was indeed the most important contribution
of the previous architecture.
That's a common element from the past architecture. We moved it forward
from what we estimated to be 2017 deployment to a 2011 deployment, to provide
that capability for improved national missile defenses earlier.
SEN. INHOFE: Well, it's my understanding that this 2020 date on the Phase
4 is one -- do you all stand behind that date? Because I don't. I've read a lot of
things to the contrary that it's not -- there's not any level of certainty to that.
Does anyone feel very confident that the -GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir.
I've developed four missile systems. This is very feasible. We used very
conservative timelines. We've looked at the technology. I've had two independent
estimates.
I've asked the Defense Science Board, and the secretary of Defense has
supported me, in an independent assessment of that this year to verify -SEN. INHOFE: Okay, I want you to send me something that is convincing
that we would have that by 2020.

Now, even if that's true, and I would question that, I do want to see what you
have. And I want to give you the benefit of that doubt, General. But even if that's
true, we still have that time frame between 2015 and 2020 that is very disturbing
to me.
This whole idea on the estimates that we've had in the past is a great deal of
concern. And you've heard me say this before, because I was there in 1998, in
August of '98, when we asked the question, when will North Korea have the
multiple-stage capability?
At that time, the intelligent estimate that came out of the White House, also
somewhere between five and 10 years. That was the 24th of August of 1998.
Seven days later, the 31st of August, they fired one.
So I'm not -- I'd rather err on the side that our -- that we are -- I'd rather be
conservative in our estimates. And all these things -- when I look at them, I have
to at least express the opinion of one member of this panel who's very much
disturbed, over what could happen to the United States with this change in policy.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Inhofe.
Senator Lieberman.
SEN. JOSEPH LIEBERMAN (ID-CT): Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Let me first thank all of you for the extraordinary work that you've done. I've
said this before in previous years, but it's not so long ago that there were a lot of
people around here and elsewhere who thought that the whole idea of a ballistic
missile defense was really pie in the sky, no pun intended; I mean that it just was
ridiculous waste of money. And I remember people saying, how are you ever
going to have a bullet that could hit another bullet?
Well, you all have done it. It's a remarkable technological and management
breakthrough, and I just don't think we can thank you enough for it, because it
has direct relevance to the security of the American people. My god, you've
actually all even done a successful test of the airborne laser, General O'Reilly.
That was thought to be the biggest mind trip and waste of money, and yet it holds
tremendous potential for giving us the -- a number of capabilities, including hitting
missiles in the launch phase, which is probably the best time we'd want to hit
them. So the first thing I wanted to do is thank you for the work you're doing.
Secondly, last year in this committee we had a really vigorous debate in light
of what many of us thought were excessive cuts in the Missile Defense Agency's
budget. I'm really glad that the president has proposed in the budget for the

coming year restoring well over $500 million in funding to the Missile Defense
Agency. And I think that's a very constructive step forward.
I want to get into some of the discussion that both Senator Levin and
Senator Inhofe had about the phased adaptive approach and the two- stage
ground-based interceptor. And if it's possible, I find myself agreeing with what
chairman Levin has argued are the positive results of the phased adaptive
approach in terms of the defense of Europe and the Middle East, our NATO allies
and our allies in the Middle East, in terms of short- and medium-range missiles,
which Iran has now; but I also agree with Senator Inhofe and I share his
concerns about what we lost when we stopped the change from so-called old to
the new approach, in terms of the ground-based interceptor.
And just -- I want to do it quickly, because I think he did it -- look, last week
General Burgess, the head of the Defense Intelligence Agency, was before this
committee and echoing or paralleling what you said, Dr. Miller. He told us that
their estimate was that Iran could have an intercontinental ballistic missile that
could hit the United States by 2015 with foreign assistance. When we pressed
him on that, he said he was thinking about North Korea, and of course it's quite
plausible that North Korea would give Iran -- would sell Iran such foreign
assistance.
And the problem here is that the two-stage ground-based interceptor was
supposed to be done 2015, maybe 2017 as time went on. It's pretty clear as you
-- was in the exchange between Senator Inhofe and yourself that the SM-3 phase
IIB that will be capable of hitting a missile fired from Iran to the United States
won't be ready until 2020 at best. So there is a -- there is a gap there. It's not a
total vulnerability, because of course we have the missiles in California and
Alaska if, God forbid, the Iranian missile came over.
But I -- what I want to pursue in this regard -- General O'Reilly, I was pleased
that the Ballistic Missile Defense Review describes the administration's
commitment to, and I quote, "continued development and assessment of the twostage ground-based interceptor," end quote, as a hedge against the risks that
either a threat to the American homeland will develop sooner than expected or
the SM-3 program will run into currently unanticipated technical challenges.
And I think that's a -- that's a very important statement to make, because I
think -- because you would, I'm -- I would guess, agree the two-stage groundbased interceptor was a very good program, moving in the right direction.
But here's my concern. In your testimony, you highlighted the upcoming two
tests for the two-stage GBI, as laid out in MDA's integrated master test plan. But
if I'm reading things correctly, I'm concerned that, although that pair of tests is
scheduled through 2012, no other tests are planned until 2016.

And so quite directly, I'm asking how can the two-stage ground- based
interceptor serve as an adequate hedge in the way that I described, for defense
of the homeland -- shoot, look, shoot; shoot from Europe if we miss, look,
California, Alaska pick it up? How can the two-stage GBI serve as an adequate
hedge if it will -- if it will not be sufficiently tested until later in the decade?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, first of all, the two-stage GBI has the same
components as the three-stage, except the third stage is removed and we have
an adaptor in there. The actual appearance of them, the length, everything, is
identical. We will test the two-stage GBI in June, and that will verify any
differences between the two-stage and the three-stage.
The important part of this interceptor is the kill vehicle itself. And the kill
vehicle is identical between the two- and three- stage.
So our choice of when we were testing the two-stage was basically driven on
what type of environments we wanted to test the kill vehicle in, because we
believe after this test in June, we will have satisfied any differences between a
two-and-three-stage.
And literally at that point on, the performance of a two-stage is directly
correlated and identical to the performance of a three-stage, because the front
end after the first few minutes of flight is identical between the two.
SEN. LIEBERMAN: So you're saying that the program to develop the SM-3
systems will also facilitate or bring about the realization of the two-stage groundbased interceptor as a hedge.
GEN. O'REILLY: Well, the two-stage -- as we said in June, we believe we'll
verify any distinctive differences. And at that point, it will be a very mature
missile, because of the part that's so key.
The development of the SM-3 IIB is a separate, independent activity. If we
did have a problem with that, another way of achieving a hedge against a launch
from either North Korea or Iran is to have another shot opportunity from our
current missile fields. And that's what a two-stage would provide you.
SEN. LIEBERMAN: Current missile fields in Alaska?
GEN. O'REILLY: In Alaska.
SEN. LIEBERMAN: Yeah, I wanted to get to that. Let me just come back to
the strategy of this.
I assume that you would agree that the sooner we can have the capability to
shoot, look and shoot -- that is, shoot at a Iranian or North Korean missile but

Iranian particularly from Europe and then look and see if we hit it and, if we don't,
shoot again from California and Alaska -- the sooner we have that capability, the
better.
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir.
SEN. LIEBERMAN: And -MR. MILLER: Sir, could I briefly -- sir, could I briefly -SEN. LIEBERMAN: Yeah. Go ahead, Mr. Miller. I'd invite you into the
conversation.
MR. MILLER: Thank you very much. I just want to add that if we -- if we
were 100 percent sure that a GBI interceptor would work effectively against this
Iranian threat, we wouldn't have been talking about the possibility of a third site.
So you're right that the idea of multiple shots is an important element.
SEN. LIEBERMAN: Right.
MR. MILLER: What the -- what the SM-3 IIB provides is a different
phenomenology, because it has an -- it will have in ascent phased (sic) intercept.
If there's a problem with the sensor of the GBI, which is common to both the twostage and three-stage, the SM-3 IIB will provide a different way to get after the -that future threat. That's independent and, in our view, a much greater
contribution to the overall defense of the United States against that threat.
SEN. LIEBERMAN: Okay. I think you're -- we're going to -- you're going to
increasingly be asked about the potential gap here between when Iran has an
ICBM and when we have the shoot-look- -- the two -- the two opportunities here.
And so I urge you to please be as direct as you need to be with us about what
you need financially to really develop the two-stage ground-based interceptor as
a hedge, including, as you said, General O'Reilly, the potential for basing some
of those two-stage GBIs in the U.S. for defense of our homeland.
I thank you. My time's up. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Lieberman.
Senator Thune.
SEN. JOHN THUNE (R-SD): Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,
gentlemen, for your -- for your service and for all your work on these important
subjects.

I want to come back, if I can, briefly, to some questions that Senator Inhofe
had asked with regard to the START treaty. And I'm concerned that the
administration may not fully implement its phased phased adaptive plans for
missile defense in Europe or that it may seek to slow down that implementation
to avoid Russian withdrawal from the new START treaty.
And I guess my question has to do with what types of missile defense
activities will the administration avoid to diminish the chances that the Russians
will withdraw from the new START treaty.
MR. MILLER: Senator Thune, this administration has attempted to make as
clear as possible, in the Missile Defense Review and in other statements, that it
will do everything necessary to defend the United States homeland, our troops
overseas, and to work with our allies and partners to defend them as well -- full
stop.
SEN. THUNE: I think the thing that -- the challenge that you face and that -because and I know -- I know your argument has been that these unilateral
agreements, either side can walk away from this thing. But there's certainly an
implication that the Russians, I think, believe that this is more -- there is more to
this than what we're being led to believe. And I think it's an important element as
we look at this treaty, because missile defense plays so heavily in the defense
not only of the United States, but our allies. And so that's something, my guess
is, we'll continue to pursue.
MR. MILLER: Sir, could I just add a brief note on the mathematics here?
Currently, we have 30 GBIs, as you know, by the end of this fiscal year that'll be
deployed. But even with the potential growth in that, consider the difference in
that scale relative to the 1,550 warheads that are allowed under the new START
treaty. Whatever the concerns that the Russian Federation may have about the
future of U.S. missile defense, the scale of the defensive capabilities that we
have is nowhere near the potential of affecting the stability of the strategic
deterrence relationship.
SEN. THUNE: I appreciate that. I think sometimes, too, though, that they -they're -- it's a -- it gives them a -- an out, a convenient out, an excuse at some
point in the future.
But let me ask you, Secretary Miller, if I might, too, there is a 2007 -- in 2007,
I should say, the director of National Intelligence assessed, and I want to quote
for you what they said here.
"The individual Russian entities continue to provide assistance to Iran's
ballistic missile programs. We judge that Russian entity assistance, along with
assistance from entities in China and North Korea, has helped Iran move toward
self-sufficiency in the production of ballistic missiles. The Russian government

has taken steps to improve controls on ballistic missile technology, and its record
of enforcement, though still mixed, has improved over the decade," end quote.
The question is, what level of assistance do you see from Russia today in
helping Iran develop its ballistic missile capabilities or capacities?
MR. MILLER: Sir, I believe that that 2000 assessment still stands, but I'd like
to take that question for the record and provide a detailed response, if I could.
SEN. THUNE: Okay. And this is a follow-up to that one, so I don't know if
you want to maybe take this one for the record too. But Thursday, April 15th,
there was a Washington Times newspaper article that reported that the CIA's
Weapons Intelligence, Nonproliferation, and Arms Control Center this year linked
Chinese companies to missile programs in Iran. Do your missile defense plans
take into account long-standing and possibly present-day cooperation and
support by Russia and China for Iran's ballistic missile program?
MR. MILLER: Sir, yes they do. And we can -- I will provide more details with
respect to the Chinese side of that equation as well, for the record.
SEN. THUNE: Okay. Thank you.
This I would direct to you, Secretary Miller, as well as to General O'Reilly. As
part of the phased adaptive approach to European missile defense, my
understanding is the administration is now seeking to establish -- and this has
been, I think, covered a little bit -- the ground-based SM-3 missile defense site in
Romania by the year 2015. What countries do you envision will be protected by
that site? How do you envision that the command-and-control process will work?
And what policies and procedures would likely be at work in the event that a
launch would be detected?
MR. MILLER: The capabilities of the phased adaptive approach in terms of
coverage of Europe will grow over time.
By the -- by the time of Phase Three, which is 2018, it will -- we'll have
complete coverage of Europe, and that'll be a combined contribution of the -- of
the site in Romania, the site in Poland and any additional sea-based sites as
well.
With respect to command and control -- and this is a conversation that we
are having now with our -- with our NATO allies, and we expect that the
command and control for the phased adaptive approach was intended to be the
U.S. contribution to NATO missile defense -- would be through the European
Command, and then we're having discussions with our European allies with
respect to NATO command-and-control arrangements.

There's an important program there called ALTBMD, a NATO program that's
currently funded for study and that provides a command-and- control architecture
to integrate countries' contributions to missile defense as well.
I think General O'Reilly will probably want to add something, perhaps
Admiral Macy as well.
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, the ALTTMD (sic) program is focused on a lower tier.
And as we've said, the most effective missile defense has both an upper and a
lower tier so you have multiple shot opportunities using different systems. And
they are reviewing, going through studies as we speak, in order to determine
what their contribution would be from a lower tier, and then how to integrate it
with our systems that we're proposing.
This obviously will need a decision made by -- at the Lisbon summit later this
year and with NATO to determine whether or not territorial defense in Europe is
going to be a policy and a priority for them. If it is, the ALTTMD (sic) system then
would readily be available to integrate with the phased adaptive approach.
SEN. THUNE: I want to ask one question.
It was raised -- Senator Lieberman alluded to it earlier, but on February 11th
of this year -- and this would be, I guess, to General O'Reilly, Secretaries
Gilmore, Miller, whomever would like to respond to this -- that the Missile
Defense Agency completed a successful destruction of a threat-representative
missile in its boost phase using the high-energy laser beam from the airborne
laser aircraft, which I think is a pretty remarkable accomplishment and in my view
could lead to a revolution in military affairs.
And I'm interested in knowing what your views are regarding the successful
test of the airborne laser program. Do you think it marks the beginning of a -- of a
sort of a revolution? And what are your views about this program as we move
forward, and how should we be leveraging the new technology that it represents?
MR. MILLER: I'll speak very briefly and then ask my colleagues to come in.
The test represented an important milestone in showing that directed-energy
technologies can play an important role in the future in missile defense.
As the secretary of Defense had noted in the decision to terminate the
program just about a year ago, the concern was not about the technological
capabilities of the system but about the operational concept for applying it and
the reality that it would have to be large numbers of aircraft relatively close to the
threats. And there are serious concerns about the survivability of that -- of that
platform and the lack of a concept of operations that would make it effective in a - in a -- in an actual theater (or fighting/warfighting ?) scenario.

GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, that intercept of the and destruction of the missile a
few seconds after lift-off on 11 February demonstrated many scientific
breakthroughs. There was a hierarchy of first-time accomplishments, and it went
a long way with moving us from theory to empirical data that we're collecting on
these systems. That design was largely designed during the '90s, that you saw
on that platform.
The platform demonstrated the beam control and the ability to propagate in
the earth's atmosphere.
Since then, we have also been developing other technologies, which
produce more power in smaller packages. And our budget requests continue
development of those, so that we are readily available -- we have a platform
readily available, in order to take these newer technologies and gain the standoff
distances that we've been referring to, that make them very operationally
capable.
SEN. THUNE: And I appreciate the doubts that have been expressed by
some, about the -- you know, the concept of operation and an actual conflict. But
there are others who I think have great confidence in the aircraft. And it seems to
me at least that these directed-energy- type weapons have great potential to
transform the -- you know, our future deterrence capability.
And so I hope that we can continue to dialogue about how to use those
technologies, as we go forward.
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir.
SEN. THUNE: Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Thune.
Senator Ben Nelson.
SEN. BEN NELSON (D-NE): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And let me thank you, gentlemen, for your service as well. I want to go a little
more into the phased adaptive approach. In his testimony before this committee
last month, General Chilton, the CINC at STRATCOM, talked about STRATCOM
being the, quote, "lead combatant command for missile defense advocacy" and
indicated he was working to shape missile defense investments that, quote,
"provide more effective capabilities for our geographic combatant commanders."

This goes to you, Admiral Macy. Have geographic combatant commanders
requested increased regional missile defense capabilities?
ADM. MACY: Yes, sir, they have, if by increased you mean additional
assets. Following the generation of the phased adaptive approach and the
concept of having different abilities which could be tailored to regional needs, all
of the combatant commanders with current significant issues in missile defense
have been looking specifically at the phased adaptive approach and how to
adapt it to their region.
I should take the opportunity that the phased adaptive approach is not a
system, but a concept of how you provide regional missile defense. The systems,
if you will, are the tool kit provided by General O'Reilly, which includes your
interceptors and sensor packages and command and control.
There are differences in the regions, between the Pacific, the Central region
and the European region -- of politics, of threat, of geography, of both technical
and operational issues. So each of the combatant commanders are looking at
that, have come forward with their initial estimates. And we are in the process
now, within the Joint Staff and with STRATCOM, of looking at how to balance
those assets and to meet their needs in the different regions.
SEN. BEN NELSON: Well, there are obviously going to be different needs,
depending on the location of the combatant commander. And so you're
requesting for their input to determine how best to meet those needs, because
there may be multiple needs and there may be -- may be some overlay of needs,
depending on the geographic location?
ADM. MACY: Yes, sir. We have two primary means in which we can
ascertain and address the COCOMs' needs. The first is, if you will, through their
systemic and technical capability desires, which are expressed in the PCL, the
prioritized capabilities list for missile defense, which has inputs from all of the
COCOMs and is collated and signed forward by General Chilton to General
O'Reilly as what he sees as a need for General O'Reilly to provide.
Separately, on the operational end, we have, as we do for all our forces, a
global force management process with a series of steps and boards that meet to
figure out how to divvy up, if you will, all of our assets around the globe.
We have over the last six months been engaged in an effort to understand
how to put the missile defense issues into that same process, because the
process works. The trick here, if you will, is getting the business rules for missile
defense to provide to the global force managers.

That is coming to a conclusion here in the next few months and incorporates
those things such as I mentioned that the combatant commanders have been
looking at -- what would be the laydown for PAA in their area.
SEN. BEN NELSON: Different warheads, different delivery systems,
different capabilities, different needs, but coordination of them and the integration
of that total arsenal -- is that what we're attempting to do here?
ADM. MACY: Yes, sir, exactly that, that the -- if you will, the tool kit of
interceptors is fixed with the different types as sensors, and how do you apply
those in the different regions. And the other is recognizing that right now we don't
have enough, so how do you prioritize and how do you manage to risk between
regions? Which is what we do on a daily basis with all of our forces, whether it's
armor or ships or bombers or whatever. But the same thing applies to missile
defense, yes, sir.
SEN. BEN NELSON: Thank you.
And Secretary Miller, do you support the phased adaptive approach for
missile defense in Europe? And is this a template for regional missile defense in,
let's say, the Middle East or Asia as well?
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir, I do, and it is. And as Admiral Macy noted, that it -substantiation will be different in each region.
And we are working with our partners and allies to define those various
architectures at this time and also to do our own internal analysis of what makes
most sense.
SEN. BEN NELSON: Well, and Secretary Miller, you heard the questions
regarding the unique unilateral statements regarding the implications of our
missile defense programs on the new START agreement. Is this a 'tis and 'taint
situation, where they're saying one thing and we're saying another thing?
Because unilateral statements that are contradictory are problematic in and of
themselves. The question is what's the impact of the differences in understanding
or different agreement about what the treaty says.
Now, so my question truly is, if Russia decides to get out in the future at
some point, is that a problem? And part of that question is, will we have achieved
sufficient results of being in the treaty for having gotten into the treaty in the first
place? In other words, what is the impact if we end up in a situation where we
part ways on the treaty, either we decide it's not in our national interests or they
decide it's not in their national interests? What are the implications, positive and
negative?

MR. MILLER: Senator Nelson, let me say at the outset that I do not expect
that that is a likely outcome at all. This treaty is in the national security interest of
both the United States and the Russian Federation. And that is true taking
account of the verification provisions in the treaty, of the reduction of delivery
vehicle and warheads and of the data exchanges and other steps that will take
place to make -- to make it so that both sides have a better understanding of
each other's -- each other's capabilities.
SEN. BEN NELSON: So that's the essence of the treaty from the standpoint
of Russia and from the standpoint of the United States. Are they just stating their
own -- for their own political purposes back home about the missile defense
system, or do they truly believe that they have some control or some limitation on
what we do with missile defense, recognizing that the consequence is they get
out if they disagree?
MR. MILLER: Senator Nelson, I think that the history of our discussions and
of the choices of this administration and of past administrations make it clear that
we will continue to invest in missile defenses and deploy missile defenses in
order to protect the homeland and to protect our forces overseas and our allies
and partners.
The -- we've also made clear in the -- in the missile defense review -- in the
Ballistic Missile Defense Review that it is not our intention to change the strategic
balance with respect to Russia. And the relatively small numbers of interceptors
that we have today and the relatively small numbers we would have even if we
increased that, compared to the 1,550 countable strategic nuclear warheads
under the new START treaty, make it clear to me, at least, that we are a very
long distance away from having any -- having our defenses have any impact on
strategic stability.
We would like to continue discussions with Russia on missile defense
cooperation. As Senator Levin noted, we believe we have a common interest in
that area, and would like to go forward from the current work on a common threat
assessment to -- looking to include their radar, one in Armavir and potentially
other elements, in -- to help improve our phased adaptive approach in Europe.
We think we have a lot of common interests, both in moving forward in
missile defense and in reducing our nuclear weapons.
SEN. BEN NELSON: Well, I agree with you. And this afternoon, I'll be
discussing that area of cooperation between Russia and the United States with
the -- with Senator Margelov, who is the chairman of the Russian Federation
Council's -- the equivalent of their Foreign Relations Committee. There are areas
where I think cooperation -- are possible. It appears that both sides are posturing
to keep open their own position with respect to national defense. And it's not

necessarily the threat of a divorce before the prenuptial agreement is entered
into. Is that fair?
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. I'd go further to say I expect throughout the duration
of the treaty -- it's a seven-year implementation period, and that would be a 10year period of implementation with the possibility of a five-year extension -- and
within that period, and I believe further it would be -- it's in the interest of the
United States and Russia to continue to reduce our nuclear weapons and to
exchange information and to conduct the type of verification that we will under
the new START treaty.
SEN. BEN NELSON: So even if one side or the other side decides to get
out, there's still value getting into the -- into the agreement?
MR. MILLER: Yes, there is. I said I don't expect that that would be an
outcome.
SEN. BEN NELSON: Thank you.
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.
SEN. BEN NELSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Nelson.
Senator Wicker.
SEN. ROGER WICKER (R-MS): Thank you very much.
Admiral Macy, let me begin with you and ask you to explore with us the
effect this phased adaptive approach will have on Aegis shipbuilding and
deployment. And perhaps others will want to contribute to this discussion.
There are worries that valuable Aegis ships might be locked into the BMD
mission.
As you know, these ships carry out a wide range of other warfighting tasks,
and are very much in high demand.
Was there collaboration between the Navy and the other agencies
represented at the table on the creation of this plan? And does the Navy
shipbuilding plan take into account the increased need for BMD- capable ships
under this approach?
ADM. MACY: Senator, thank you. To answer a couple of different pieces
here, yes, we had participation during the discussions last year and this year as

part of the BMDR, the Ballistic Missile Defense Review, which engendered the
concept of the phased adaptive approach as part of our analysis, with the other
services and with the COCOMs. We are certainly conscious of the impact of that
on Aegis ship- building and ship-tasking. I can't tell you right now that there is a
plan to increase the ship-building as a result strictly of this tasking, because
partly for the reason that you noted, that these are multi-mission ships, and they
will be doing very many different missions at different times.
As I mentioned earlier in my discussion with Senator Nelson, that is part of
the Global Force Management process, which is where you send ships and what
you use them for. We do not anticipate at this time, nor have we to date, taking a
ship and permanently assigning it to doing nothing but missile defense, whether it
was part of the efforts, as you know, that we have in the 7th Fleet, with potential
risks from North Korea, or in other parts of the world.
I will note that in an earlier time in my life, I served on a Tomahawk-capable
ship, and we performed a number of different missions. From time to time,
depending on the needs of that combatant commander, we would be assigned to
be the Tomahawk shooter; in which case, we were geographically constrained to
a certain area to be prepared to launch on a moment's notice.
That certainly could be a possibility in the future, depending on a BMD risk.
But that doesn't mean that that is all that ship would ever do. And part of what
you do in global force management on an annual basis, what you do in
operational management, command and control on a day-to-day and a week-toweek basis is to move your assets around.
Now, do we need more Aegis BMD capability, which is not necessarily the
same thing as more Aegis BMD ships, because we are looking to convert certain
numbers of our current Aegis BMD ships to BMD -- excuse me, our Aegis ships
to BMD capability.
SEN. WICKER: How many?
ADM. MACY: I believe we're at the total of 38 across the FDYP. I'd have to
defer to General O'Reilly for the specific number.
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, it will be 38 by 2015.
SEN. WICKER: And how long ago was that decision made? Did that
decision pre-date the decision to move toward this phased approach?
ADM. MACY: I would say it was done in consonance with it and the
discussions over the last year to two years over as we developed this idea. The
PAA did not spring full-blown on a day. And there was a lot of discussions

looking at that. We looked at the -- the senator -- excuse me -- the chairman
alluded earlier to the joint capabilities (mixed ?) study -SEN. WICKER: Well, when was the -- I hate to interject, but -ADM. MACY: Yes, sir.
SEN. WICKER: -- when was the PAA announced?
ADM. MACY: PAA was announced on September 17th. Of last year.
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, last -SEN. WICKER: Of 2009.
ADM. MACY: Yes, sir.
SEN. WICKER: And the decision with regard to the number of ships predated that.
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, last year's budget request was for 27 ships by the end
of this time. And we have increased that, working with the Navy, 11 more since
the PAA has been decided and announced.
SEN. WICKER: Largely as a result of the PAA.
ADM. MACY: No, sir, a combination.
GEN. O'REILLY: (Word inaudible).
ADM. MACY: The original -SEN. WICKER: General O'Reilly says yes, and Admiral Macy says no, sir.
ADM. MACY: I would submit, sir, that there was an -- the original increase
up to 27 was as a result partly of the studies we had done saying that we need
more.
And then when the PAA came into being, the general was asked what more
will it take, and that resulted in a further increase in the number of ships.
SEN. WICKER: Well, for the two of you at that end of the table, are you
telling the Senate that under the present plan we're going to have enough Aegis
ships to carry out this new phased approach and all the other missions that are
going to be required? Are you comfortable with that number?

ADM. MACY: Based on the information we have now, we think that is a
good number. It is a step in the right direction. Whether it is the total number will
be part of the analysis I alluded to earlier that will be conducted over the next
year, the JCM III study, which -- the last study just looked at interceptors. This
new study will look at interceptors, launch systems and sensors.
MR. MILLER (?): Senator, could I very briefly -- prior to the phased adaptive
approach decision, the plan was for 27 Aegis-capable ships. After the decision,
the plan was changed to 38 Aegis-capable ships. And we will continue to look at
that -- at that -- at that question, I'm sure not just with the current study but over
the -- over the years, as we see how the threat -- how the threat changes and
how our capabilities develop. That's a fundamental element of the -- of the
adaptive part of that phased adaptive approach.
SEN. WICKER: Okay. Well, let me -- let me move on to one other thing.
Dr. Gilmore, in your testimony you talk about the ripple effects of a test
failure such as the recent GMD flight test, FTG-06, and say that the ripple effect
can be significant. I think our chairman and ranking member alluded to this in
their statements. Why -- in a -- can you -- can you give us in a nutshell why we
had this failure?
MR. GILMORE: Well, General O'Reilly can talk about the details as well as I
can, but -- and perhaps better -- but the failure investigation is under way. I'm not
sure exactly what we can say about the failure. I know -SEN. WICKER: Is it classified, or is it just premature to answer that?
MR. MILLER: It's classified, sir.
SEN. WICKER: I see. Okay.
MR. MILLER: But there are two -- I can say, sir, that there were two failure
modes. The first was, the sea-based X-band radar stopped transmitting at a
certain point in time, and we understand why now. And second of all, we had a
new version of the GMD kill vehicle. It was the first time being flown -- longest
any kill vehicle's been flown. And we also encountered in a problem that we've
been able to identify on that design and our intent is -- is to make those
corrections and test again this year.
SEN. WICKER: Okay. Well, Dr. Gilmore, I guess my question is, according
to your testimony, the testing is very complex and fraught with potential -- the
potential for other failures. Can technology realistically meet the goals of this
phased approach? And what are we to draw from your testimony that says an
Aegis BMD test failure in the next year could impact the full implementation and
assessment of phase one, and the phased adaptive approach for the defense of

Europe? Did -- the test that you spoke of in your testimony -- what did it do to our
timeline? And what effect might a -- one of these very possible failures have on
the timeline?
x x timeline?
MR. GILMORE: When there is a test failure, there is less knowledge gained,
and it will take longer to gain the amount of knowledge that we wanted to gain.
So in the case of the failure of FTG-06, I think that General O'Reilly is still
assessing what the -- what the changes will have to be that are implemented in
the IMTP. And that will be -- you know, that would be something that you would
decide within the next six months or so, I think.
But there's the potential for, you know, tests to get bumped down the road in
order to collect in the next test the information that would have been collected in
this test. So the implication is that there would be less knowledge known at any
given point in time.
With regard to the phased adaptive approach and whether its technologically
feasible, yes, in my view, it's certainly technologically feasible. It will take time to
test it, just like it takes time to test all of these complex systems. This is -- these
are particularly complex systems. But all defense systems are complex, and we
have a history of learning as we go along and some of the programs taking
longer to test and pan out than we had originally hoped. But I have no reason to
expect that testing of the phased adaptive approach and the SM through the
various versions of the SM-3 interceptor will be particularly unique in the testing
history of this program or other programs.
SEN. WICKER: Thank you.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Wicker.
Senator Bill Nelson, with thanks to Senator Hagan.
SEN. BILL NELSON (D-FL): Thanks. Secretary Miller, with the Czech
Republic we're going to have some form of shared missile-launch information.
You mentioned this in your prepared statement, and you indicate it's a near-term
effort. So do we need to provide for some funds or authority to conduct such
information sharing?
MR. MILLER: Senator, we've begun discussions with the Czech Republic on
shared early warning. The required funds are relatively -- indeed, quite small. We
are currently assessing whether the Missile Defense Agency and/or the Army
have the authority to expend those funds. And, sir, if we are unable to resolve
that in the very near term, we may come back and ask for specific legislative
authority. This would be in the single digits of millions of dollars.

SEN. BILL NELSON: Let me ask Dr. Gilmore, in your prepared testimony
you stated the -- talking about the airborne laser -- the engagement was not an
operational test conducted under operationally realistic conditions. Then why
don't you give us more detail why this was not an operationally realistic test, and
why it's not a basis for using this aircraft as an operational weapons system?
MR. GILMORE: I'll be happy to do that. I can summarize some of those
reasons immediately, and then I can also refer you to the report on the airborne
laser that I submitted to the Congress this past January, which will spell out in
greater detail, a lot greater detail, what I'm about to say.
The range at which the intercept was conducted is not operationally realistic
because modern air defenses would preclude the aircraft from penetrating into
the airspace of any country, even a small country like North Korea, to a position
such that the range at which this particular form-altering asset was engaged was
realistic. So you would have to demonstrate the capability to engage threats
successfully at several times the range that was recently -- that was recently
demonstrated.
And the next test will be at about twice the range of the initial test, but even
that would not be an operationally realistic range for an engagement. And in the
case of larger countries, like Korea, unless the power of the laser was
substantially larger than the laser power in the current system or even the
objective power that was originally sought, which was, I think, about three times
the amount of power that's in the current system, even with a much larger-power
laser (in/and ?) a larger country like Iran, there would probably always be
locations from which a launch could occur that an airborne laser that had to stand
off outside the Iranian borders couldn't engage.
In addition, there are other things that some people may regard as more
mundane but which are very important for a system to be operationally effective
in combat. For example, you have to have a logistics system that will support the
operations of the aircraft when it's deployed. We don't have that for this aircraft. It
could be gotten, but we don't have it currently.
There would have to be a relatively large -- this was alluded to previously.
There would have to be a relatively large fleet of aircraft. You would probably
need one or two orbits of aircraft even to defend launches against a country like
North Korea. Each orbit would have to have two aircraft in it to assure that one
aircraft at any given time could engage. So if you want two aircraft up -- they
would have to be up continuously, because you can't give the enemy an
opportunity to shoot when the aircraft land -- then you would have to have
another three to five aircraft to support those two up continuously. So that's -- you
know, a fleet of 10 or more aircraft would be needed in order to have an
operationally effective system.

So those are the highlights. And there are more details in the report I
submitted.
SEN. BILL NELSON: What about the difference between chemical lasers
and solid state?
MR. GILMORE: As General O'Reilly can discuss probably in greater detail
than I can, there are some concepts, some which are being worked on at some
of the national laboratories, for solid-state lasers which would have higher power
than the current -- sort of hybrid solid-state chemical lasers that would have
higher power than the current laser in a much smaller package.
So that would mean that it would -- you could put it on an aircraft that's
smaller than the large 747 on which the coil is emplaced. And the Missile
Defense Agency is pursuing those kinds of technologies.
So they do offer promise. And General O'Reilly could probably say more
about that.
SEN. BILL NELSON: Mr. Chairman, I want the record to reflect that several
predecessors ago of General O'Reilly, General Kadish, testified to this
committee, and this is years ago, that the chemical airborne laser was -- by the
time that he testified was going to be ready within 10 months.
And of course, we've heard the testimony today that it's nowhere near it. And
I thought that strange at the time and have made some remarks since, about that
kind of information coming to this committee which was wildly optimistic, indeed a
fantasy, is not the kind of testimony that this committee should be receiving.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you for the recollection. You've got the memory here,
institutional memory on this subject but a lot of other subjects as well, which is
invaluable to us.
So Senator LeMieux.
SEN. GEORGE LEMIEUX (R-FL): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank all of you for your service and for the important work that
you're doing on missile defense. It's really essential for the emerging threats we
have in the world that we're facing.
I want to go back to something, Dr. Miller, that you talked about and see if
everybody's in agreement with this. I believe that you testified that you believe
that Iran could possibly have an ICBM by 2015.

MR. MILLER: That's correct. As was noted, that would assume foreign
assistance.
SEN. LEMIEUX: Is that everyone on the panel's opinion as well? Any
differing opinion?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, I don't have a differing opinion.
SEN. LEMIEUX: All right. We heard from General Cartwright, I believe it
was, a couple of hearings ago, in terms of development of a nuclear weapon by
Iran, that he thought that would be, you know, at its earliest maybe a three- to
five-year period, which would also bring us to about 2015. Is that your
understanding as well?
MR. MILLER: Sir, there's a tremendous amount of uncertainty associated
with both of those estimates.
With respect to a nuclear weapon, what I think one can have confidence is
that it's well beyond a year and it's -- and it is more likely in that -- in that -- in that
three-plus time year -- time frame.
SEN. LEMIEUX: I want to focus you on a topic, if I can, in another potential
area of threat that's not talked about a lot, but it's being talked about more and
more in this committee, and the chairman and ranking member and myself have
raised this issue when we've talked to our friends from SOUTHCOM. And I want
to set the table for you on this topic, because I think it has an impact on missile
defense.
More and more we're seeing Venezuela as an emerging threat to -- I believe,
to the United States. We have evidence from a Spanish judge that Venezuela
was collaborating with a group in Spain to potentially assassinate President
Uribe. I had the opportunity this past weekend to go to our joint interagency task
force in Key West, which does tremendous work on interdicting narco-terrorism,
and we know that Venezuela is allowing for airplanes to fly over its space to bring
drugs and other contraband to -- up the -- up Central America, towards Mexico,
to the United States, and that they're a willing collaborator with the FARC.
We know that Hezbollah and Hamas now have a presence in Latin America.
And we know that Tehran and Venezuela, through Chavez in Caracas, have
more and more connections.
And I want to pose to you and put on your radar screen for thought and
contemplation that we should not be just concerned about a threat from Iran from
the east, but we should be concerned about a threat from Iran from the south.
And if -- I'm worried that in the next 10 years we're going to be talking about
Venezuela trying to obtain a nuclear weapon. And with this dangerous alliance

that's growing between Iraq (sic) and Venezuela, I want to pose to you the
question of whether or not our missile defense system would be capable of
intercepting a weapon that was launched from South America.
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, the phased adaptive approach that we're using for
missile defense applies, of course, to other areas other than Europe, especially
in the United States. And the phased adaptive approach applied here to our
territory would provide that defense.
SEN. LEMIEUX: And would that be through Aegis ships, or would that be
through -- what would be the mechanism for that defense?
GEN. O'REILLY: It could be -- for the type of ranges you're referring to, you
would need to use Aegis -- either Aegis ashore or Aegis on ships which we can
surge into the area.
SEN. LEMIEUX: Right now, am I correct, Admiral, that there are two Aegis
ships that are on the East Coast of the United States, BMD- capable ships?
ADM. MACY: There are -- at any given moment, it could be anywhere from
two to five. And there are more as time goes on, because we are increasing the
number of East Coast Aegis ships with BMD capability; not necessarily for that
reason, even though, as the general pointed out, you would apply it in that
direction should -- you felt the threat direct -- develop. But as a matter of, if you
will, just practical fleet management, it's closer to the Mediterranean and parts of
the Middle East from Norfolk than it is from San Diego.
So the Navy is looking to more evenly distribute the number of BMD ships
they have, if you will, in the two major fleets, Atlantic and Pacific.
SEN. LEMIEUX: And in terms of the Atlantic, that would obviously provide
for those ships to be in the south, you know, around Florida and the Gulf of
Mexico.
ADM. MACY: Yes, sir. Again, as you adapt to -- in phases to what you
believe Venezuela may be doing, it would be exactly that. And do you have
ships? Would there be Aegis ashore sites placed in various locations? And then
you would build up the architecture appropriate to that reason, that -- excuse me
-- that region.
SEN. LEMIEUX: In terms of a missile, what -- you would not, I assume,
need an ICBM to launch from South America to hit the United States. It would be
a mid-range missile. Is that correct?
ADM. MACY: Yes. Mid-range to intermediate-range. And then we can talk
about who picks how many thousand kilometers is which. But yes, sir.

MR. MILLER: Sir, if I could interject very briefly, just want to clarify that we
have no plans to deploy Aegis ashore within the United States. It -- one of the
advantages of phased adaptive approach is that that option would always be
available in the future. But as was suggested, should the threat you've posited
arise, a sea-based capability should be able to cope with it.
SEN. LEMIEUX: Do -- does Iran now possess medium-range missiles or
short-range missiles?
MR. MILLER: Sir, the answer is yes to both of those questions.
SEN. LEMIEUX: Okay. Well, I ask that you all, as I have our leaders in
CENTCOM and SOUTHCOM and others, to put this in your analysis, if you've
not already done so, in going forward, because I believe that there's a gathering
storm in this alliance between Iraq and Venezuela. I was also concerned to see
that China has decided to give billions of dollars in aid to Venezuela. And I ask
that you focus on this topic, because I think it's something that we're going to be
dealing with in the years to come.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Lemieux.
Senator Hagan.
SEN. KAY HAGAN (D-NC): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And thanks for your testimony today. I do support the administration's
phased adaptive approach to ballistic missile defense, because it incorporates
the relevant technologies in an accelerated time fashion to respond to the
evolving threats that are out there. And this approach augments our current
technologies in place to protect the U.S. homeland against long-range and
intercontinental ballistic missile threats.
It also provides an enhanced capability to defend against short- and
medium-range ballistic missile threats to our personnel that are deployed in the
regional forward-operating bases and headquarters, and obviously, as well, our
allies in Europe, the Middle East and Southwest Asia.
The Navy's mission of protecting Europe from ballistic missile attacks has
widespread implications for the surface fleet, potentially deployment schedules,
crewing arrangements and command and control procedures for cruisers and
destroyers.
Admiral Macy, what will be the command-and-control procedures regarding
the use of sea-based SM-3s for the purpose of intercepting ballistic missiles fired

toward Europe from Iran or some other rogue country in the Middle East or the
Southwest Asia?
And will the authority to fire the missile rest with the regional combatant
commanders?
ADM. MACY: To answer the last one first, yes, ma'am.
SEN. HAGAN: Okay.
ADM. MACY: If I may take a moment, in ballistic missile defense, command
and control can be thought of as encompassing two areas of effort: the command
area, which is where you do your planning, you determine your pre-planned
responses, your rules of engagement, what are those assets you're most
particularly going to focus on protecting and so forth; and you can think of the
control area as being the execution part.
Once the missiles are flying, the timelines are such that the interaction in
control in very limited.
SEN. HAGAN: Sure.
ADM. MACY: And you find that in order to be successful, the operational
commanders down to the level of the commanding officer of that destroyer need
to have the authority to carry out the plan that was developed earlier in order to
succeed in the intercept.
So we talk about, what is the arrangements? In the control area, it would
follow if we were conducting this in a U.S. context, it would be in a line of
command that comes down from European Command through an area air
defense commander notionally, possibly down to a regional defense commander
to the commanding officer of that ship, but who would be carrying out the plans
he was given until told to stop, because that's where command interaction and
BMD most often comes in is to tell you to stop, not to go.
We like to tell people that to be effective, the first phone call you're going to
get from that young commander is not what he wants to do but what he just did.
So the issue is on the command side. So that's where your planning and you
decision-making occurs.
In a U.S. context, that would be under -- in the case of Europe, under the
issue of -- under the command of European Command, Admiral Stavridis in his
U.S. hat. General Brady is the U.S. Air Force Europe commander, and who also
has a responsibility for missile defense efforts under Admiral Stavridis. So that
would be that organization.

As mentioned in my opening comments, I did have the opportunity yesterday
to participate with the vice chairman on briefing the North Atlantic Council, and
that was a part of the discussion, is what do you mean by "in a NATO context"? It
is our belief that should NATO take this as a mission, we would then develop the
missile defense command and control within a NATO context in which you would
have a missile defense adaptation of the military procedures that we follow now.
NATO would be involved in the command part, developing the plans,
understanding what the rules of engagement would be, under what
circumstances you would start to commence active missile defense, launching
interceptors, and that the NATO command and control, once they had the
capability -- the physical capability to participate through adaptation of the ALTBMD system or others, we believe the ALT-BMD system is the proper approach
to take that up to an upper tier and to a territorial capability, then would have
more and more hands- on involvement in the command of it, and it would fall
under the NATO military procedures now where SACEUR and Admiral Stavridis,
in his role with SACEUR, with SHAPE underneath him.
As it happens, the U.S. Air Defense Command focuses at Ramstein, and
that is also where the NATO Air Defense Command focus -- the buildings are
located. So it would be done in that context.
SEN. HAGAN: Thank you.
ADM. MACY: Yes, ma'am.
SEN. HAGAN: As you've indicated, the administration's phased, adapted
approach for ballistic missile defense involved building two land-based Aegis
BMD systems in Europe. Some observes suggest that the establishment of two
Aegis shore sites would allow reduction in the number of BMD-capable Aegis
ships needed for European ballistic missile defense operations.
General O'Reilly, what modifications are needed to make the SM-3 suitable
for use as a land-based missile, and what are the technical risks associated with
these modifications?
GEN. O'REILLY: Senator, one of the advantages of the land-based SM-3 is
that we would not change the missile configuration used at sea or at land. It gives
the Navy and the combatant commanders a greater pool of missiles to manage
from, more operational flexibility.
Each site can maintain between 80 to 120 missiles, so there is a tremendous
amount of firepower at each location. We literally are taking the Aegis system so
that it is duplicated on the land. We have no special logistics requirements or
training requirements or manning or command and control, so that in fact it is
very adaptable to the Navy.

Again, it can be moved within four months, so if we see the threat as
diminished in one location or moved to another, it is very readily adaptable to
remote sites or large protection. So we don't plan on making any unique changes
of the Aegis system to be adapted to the land.
SEN. HAGAN: Thank you. I know, General O'Reilly, when you were in my
office recently I was asking you the question on where do you get the highly
capable, trained individual to do the technology -- the individuals, the scientists,
and I do want to thank you for recruiting also at the universities and schools
within North Carolina, because I know we have a lot of very capable individuals
in our state too.
As you know, following the official signing of the new Strategic Arms
Reduction Treaty, the Russian government announced that it reserves the right
to withdraw from the treaty if its national interests are threatened. The Russian
government also announced that the new START treaty will only be effective if
there is no build-up in capabilities to the U.S. missile defense system.
Mr. Miller, what is the administration -- or how is the administration
reconciling Russia's caveat under the new START treaty with Central Europe's
demands for a role in U.S. missile defense plans?
MR. MILLER: Senator, the United States made a unilateral statement as
well with respect to New START, and I'll just give you the relevant element of it,
and I'd asked earlier that it be submitted for the record, and that is that the
statement says very directly that, quote, "The United States intends to continue
improving and deploying its missile defense systems in order to defend itself
against limited attack, and is part of our collaborative approach to strengthening
stability in key regions," end quote.
What that means is that both with respect to any necessary improvements
for our homeland defense and for phased adaptive approach in Europe and in
other regions, that we intend to make what improvements are necessary to
continue to protect our homeland, our forces deployed overseas, and our
partners and allies.
SEN. HAGAN: Thank you. And my time is up. Thank you.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Hagan. Senator Sessions?
SEN. JEFF SESSIONS (R-AL): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General O'Reilly, I'm concerned about whether or not we're going to
adequately continue to complete the deployment of our missile defense systems,
the ground-based mid-course defense system that we spent decades perfecting,

and it's really exceeded most people's -- almost everybody's expectations in
technology. It is proving effectiveness and that sort of thing.
And so there is some that have opposed it and as a result it seems this
administration, to me, is penny-wise, pound foolish in the sense that once we've
done all this, let's complete it. And I'm concerned about whether or not we're
building enough -- we're deploying enough of these missiles, number one; and,
number two, whether we have enough to maintain the kind of testing that we
need.
GMV program manager and the executive director briefed staff that the
MDA, your agency, plans to acquire only 52 ground-based interceptors. Thirty
will be deployed and put in the ground while the remaining 22 will be used for
testing.
By fiscal year '19, based on the plans ongoing, MDA assumes that the
developmental testing will be complete -- the initial developmental testing will be
complete, but that will leave only three ground-based interceptors for stockpile
reliability testing through 2032.
So, from 2019 to 2032 we have only three missiles, according to our present
plans -- 12 years to do testing. By contrast, the Air Force conducts three flight
tests each year on the Minuteman III ICBM, and the Navy conducts four on the
Trident SLBM missiles.
So, is this enough? And don't we need to, while the assembly process is still
available to us, produce enough of these missiles so that we can maintain testing
in the years to come?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, working with the test community, represented by Dr.
Gilmore and the operational test communities, we did work together and
determine that by 2019, if the tests are successful, we do believe that we will
have the data necessary to confirm the performance of the ground-based midcourse defense system and all anticipated flight regimes.
We also have designed a missile which is -- it has incredible capability of
maintaining its health and status. Not only do we constantly maintain the health
and status of these missiles, we also run periodic checks thoroughly to verify its
performance and the proper functioning of all of the systems.
We will conduct 4.3 million checks of these 30 missiles over a 20-year
period, plus 600 other tests where we remove the missiles, remove components
from it, test those components and refurbish the missiles with brand new
components.

SEN. SESSIONS: Well, would you -- have you been able to -- I think this
idea came from on high somewhere, to cut the number back, but are you
confident that enough analysis has been done to conclude that through that 12
years there's going to be enough missiles to do actual testing? And will you let us
know if you conclude there's a problem? And don't we need to do it soon or
otherwise we'll have to restart an entire assembly process?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, we do today have to restart an entire assembly
process. I'm faced with that right now. What we currently are building will take us
through 2016 with the full production line. But, yes, sir, I do have monitoring
responsibilities to ensure that we have a production base that will take our
refurbishments all the way to 2026, and we do need an industrial base to do that.
So, yes, sir, and I will report back if I determine that we need more missiles
based on our estimation -(Cross talk.)
SEN. SESSIONS: -- believe that we're cutting the number too close, and it
would have been a lot -- and I hope that it's not too late to reevaluate that now
when it would be a lot less costly.
General O'Reilly and Dr. Gilmore, the industrial base supporting the
production of solid rocket motors necessary for the ICMBs, SLBMs and EELVs is
under-strength. The recent decision to cancel NASA's Constellation program will
likely reduce the customers' base for solid rocket motors substantially, raising
costs and perhaps lead to a loss of industry proficiency.
It's estimated that costs for solid rocket motor programs could rise as much
as 150 to 200 percent for the Department of Defense. This is because, as I
understand it, NASA has been consuming about 70 percent of the solid rocket
motors and keeping the system moving forward.
So, General O'Reilly, I understand that you or the Department of Defense
was not consulted about this NASA decision on canceling the Constellation
program. This is our manned space flight plan for the future. And what impact
does that decision have on MDA?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, for GMD we wouldn't -- for GMD we were not
consulted. Our solid rocket motor usage for large solid rocket motors was about 8
percent of the total production done in the United States every year. So we had a
very small part to play. As you said, it was dominated by NASA's use of the solid
rocket motors.

We have an increase in the small solid rocket motors, based on the
proposed budget that we have submitted to Congress where we will consume
over 550 tons of small rocket motors in the next five years.
So we actually have the reverse process or challenge of having that
production capability for small solid rocket motors, yet at the same time, as
you've said, we have had a severe reduction in the industrial capacity to produce
the large solid rocket motors.
We are producing -- or procuring five additional booster sets for our GBIs.
One reason is they are economical to buy now to use them at a later date if we
need to for testing or other purposes.
SEN. SESSIONS: Well, I'm worried about it.
Dr. Gilmore, is the secretary of Defense concerned about the shrinking solid
rocket motor industrial base and the issues that General O'Reilly mentioned?
MR. GILMORE: Senator, with all due respect, I think that General O'Reilly
tracks the industrial base issues more than I do. I focus on the testing issues, not
on the industrial base issues. So he would be the best one to answer that
question.
GEN. O'REILLY: Senator, if I could interject very quickly -SEN. SESSIONS: Yes.
GEN. O'REILLY: -- I do know that the undersecretary for Acquisition
Technology and Logistics, Dr. Carter, is currently undertaking a study of the
industrial base for solid rocket motors.
SEN. SESSIONS: Well, and the president has already indicated that he's
rethinking some of the NASA issues, which I appreciate him doing, and it may
well be -- and I really think that he should do that because I strongly believe we
don't need to abandon our leadership in space.
And, secondly, there may be ways in which we can recognize this symbiotic
relationship between NASA and the Defense Department. They could be a basis
for being able to continue that program.
Mr. Chairman, I would just say I want to ask a question at this point but I'll
maybe submit for the record my concern over the fact that we were ready to test
-- or ready to test Tuesday the GBI, which was going to be deployed in Europe
and will be deployed in the United States. And it's ready to go forward but our
plan to create an interceptor in Europe capable of knocking down an ICBM has
been delayed it looks like -- an ICBM that would hit the United States appears to

be delayed as late as 2020. I think that's a mistake and we'll want to pursue that
as we go forward.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Sessions. If that's submitted for the
record, the answer will be forthcoming promptly, we hope.
Senator Reed.
SEN. JACK REED (D-RI): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,
gentlemen.
General O'Reilly, in your opening comments you made the point that the
missile fields in Alaska were positioned to engage both Korea and Iran. Just a
point of clarification: Does that affect the launches or the radars in the launches?
Can the radar that was -- (inaudible) -- in Alaska pick up a target coming from
Iran?
GEN. O'REILLY: The comment was, sir, the actual -- from a polar
projection, the closest point to the United States to Iran is actually Alaska, and
the same with North Korea. For our radars, we have the Fylingdale's radar in
England, and coming online next month will be the Thule radar in Greenland.
They provide our northern observation and tracking of missiles launched from
that part of the globe.
SEN. REED: So that both in terms of acquisition of the target and launching
to intercept, Alaska is well-positioned vis-a-vis Iran and North Korea.
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir. And as Secretary Miller said earlier, the
contribution of a forward-based radar in Southern Europe adds tremendously to
that capability also because we can track even sooner.
SEN. REED: One other aspect of this is not only the forward- based radar
but also space satellite observation and integration. Does that enhance our ability
to acquire the target and engage it?
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir. We currently have a satellite system that tracks
booster launches, but we have put into space last year two demonstrator
satellites that not only demonstrate tracking a missile and launch, but the entire
flight of the missile.
And, yes, sir, we have a proposal for the precision tracking space system,
which then would be established by the middle of this decade that would also
track hundreds of missiles being launched over their entire flight and would
provide information to both GMD and the Aegis system for intercepting.

SEN. REED: And the plan now would be -- or I'll ask you a question; I don't
presume the answer -- the Aegis would engage first and then the ground-based
missile would engage later in the flight?
GEN. O'REILLY: In the 2020 time, sir, in the timeline that we believe it's very
feasible to have a high-acceleration interceptor in an Aegis system, yes, sir, the
plan would be to have an early intercept soon after boost and destroy the
missiles early in flight. And if not, then we have the GMD system for the second
attempt.
SEN. REED: Okay. And relatively speaking, the reconfiguration of the
system, has that advanced our ability to engage our Iranian targets or delayed it?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, it has greatly advanced it because we now have the
capability to utilize sensors, not only on ships, for example, but they also have
the ability to use sensors at any location of any frequency, of any bandwidth, and
that significantly helps us launch interceptors sooner so we don't have to wait for
them to -- for a missile to get close enough to a ship in order to launch. The ship
actually uses all sensors available to it.
SEN. REED: Let me ask another question about Aegis, and that is the shore
sites. You talked to Senator Hagan about this, but one of the constraints
obviously is vessels at sea and operational. The shore-based Aegis will in fact
relieve some of that pressure on -- (inaudible).
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, I'll just say yes, sir. That was the discussion last year,
and it was highly discussed with the Joint Staff and the Navy, and I'll defer to
Admiral Macy.
ADM. MACY: One other point, Senator.
SEN. REED: Yes, sir?
ADM. MACY: I'm in violent agreement with the general. It is also attractive
financially. In simplistic terms, we're taking the top third of the destroyer and
putting it on a concrete pad. Therefore I don't have to buy or operate the bottom
two-thirds.
So we expect to see some -- this is not going to redo the United States'
budget but we do expect to see some savings from being able to station the
capability that way without all the attendant things that come with a ship.
SEN. REED: Are you planning just for the contingency to scale up to have
multiple -- for the sites?

ADM. MACY: As the need, yes, sir. That would be the point. Right now the
plan is for two. As I mentioned earlier, I believe, in my conversation with Senator
Hagan, the other combatant commanders are also looking at it. None has, as yet,
expressed the need but they are certainly looking at it. And in a number of ways
it's just as attractive to that commander because he also has to buy fuel and take
care of that ship when it's in his AOR.
So, one of the big things about this is we could put one in other areas,
including the SOUTHCOM region. And as Dr. Miller said, right now we don't have
a plan. But, yes, sir, we could buy more and do that.
SEN. REED: And the launching system is relocatable, so you could move
these. You wouldn't have to buy another set. If the need arose you could just
move it to another location.
ADM. MACY: Yes, sir, that is our concept for how this would go. We have
asked the Missile Defense Agency to include, as part of their engineering
assessment, the ability to move this in four months as a starting point, and then
we'll understand from them the costs and difficulties of doing it. But definitely we
would like to be able to pick it up and move it somewhere else.
SEN. REED: Let me just ask the question and someone can decide who
should answer it, and that is we've cancelled the cruiser CG(X).
And we're going to essentially replace that with the Flight III, the DDG-51.
The radar on the Flight III is a scaled-down version of the AMDR, which is going
to go on the Cruiser.
Are you losing anything in that scaling down, any capabilities? And what are
the implications, essentially, of canceling CG(X) to the BMD program?
GEN. O'REILLY: We believe that within the BMD program, the implications
can be handled by a different architecture. Though you have notionally a scaleddown radar -- and I want to be careful how I say that; as I'm sure you're aware,
sir, if we get too much farther into that discussion, we'll have to have it in a
separate room.
SEN. REED: Yeah. No, I -GEN. O'REILLY: But the other thing I want to go back to is what the general
brought up is we are looking to the future to create an architecture which takes
advantage of all of the sensors that are available in the particular battle space,
such that you are not limited to the instrumented range of a SPY I or a THAAD or
any other sensor; that by using what we call the engage-on-remote technique,
you will have one launching system launching one or more interceptors, which
are being guided by data coming from separate sensors, not necessarily part of

their generic system, and quite likely controlled by a battle management system
in a third area and a third capability to get beyond the limitations of such things
as the curvature of the earth that just gets in the way of your radar. So we'd like
to get beyond that.
So the goal here is to not be focusing on an architecture which is a closed
system, fire-control system, but an expanded engage-on- remote capability.
SEN. REED: Thank you.
One final quick question, Dr. Miller. The START Treaty has been discussed.
And one of the conditions is that we would not, except for grandfathered silos,
convert silos into BMD-capable. And my understanding is that we have no
intention to do that; that it's actually cheaper to build new silos.
MR. MILLER: Senator Reed, that's absolutely correct. The existing silos at
Vandenberg were grandfathered by the treaty, and we have no plans to do
additional conversions. And as I believe General O'Reilly's statement included, in
fact, if we were to go forward with additional silos, it would be cheaper to use -- to
build new ones than to convert.
SEN. REED: So if that was a key negotiating point, we gave something
away that we weren't going to use anyway. So that would be my comment (on
yours ?).
Thank you.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Reed.
Senator Udall.
SEN. MARK UDALL (D-CO): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, gentlemen.
I want to thank the chairman, too, for his patience and for staying here and
giving me an opportunity to ask some questions as well this morning.
Dr. Miller, thank you for your common-sense explanations of the START
Treaty. There are certainly voices that I think have, in some cases, whether
intentionally or not, muddied the waters. And I, for one, look forward to coming to
the floor of the Senate. I can't imagine we wouldn't find the votes to ratify it, in
part because of your incisive and helpful explanations of what are included.
If I might, I'd like to follow on and talk a little bit about NATOizing European
missile defense. I know that there have been some positive statements issued on

the PAA, but there's been no collective endorsement by the NATO heads. And I
hope that I understand -- actually, let me differentiate those two. I understand the
administration is hoping to secure such an endorsement at the Lisbon summit
later.
Can you discuss any progress that's been made within this alliance on this
subject?
MR. MILLER: Senator Udall, we began conversations with our NATO allies
about the phased adaptive approach as we were conducting the Ballistic Missile
Defense Review. So they were not -- they were not surprised as we went forward
with this approach, and, in fact, very shortly thereafter issued a statement of
support as an alliance for phased adaptive approach for Europe.
Since then, we've continued discussions as we've moved forward with first
agreement by Poland to host a land-based site, then agreement by Romania to
do the same. As we discussed earlier, we're moving forward with the Czech
Republic in developing a shared early- warning capability as well.
With respect to command and control, we will continue to work within a
NATO context. We see the phased adaptive approach as being the U.S.
contribution to a NATO territorial missile defense. And, sir, you're correct that we
hope that at Lisbon the alliance will, in fact, approve that as a NATO mission.
SEN. UDALL: Doctor, I understand part of the focus is on protecting civilian
populations, not that military assets should be not protected as well, but there is
a focus on civilian populations, is there not?
MR. MILLER: As the system develops through its phases, by phase three
we have the capability for territorial defense of NATO Europe, which would
include defensive populations.
SEN. UDALL: Thank you -MR. MILLER: Earlier phases would, of course, have the same capability, but
just not over the same breadth of geographic area.
SEN. UDALL: Thank you for that.
General O'Reilly, good to see you. As you know, we're proud in Colorado to
host MDIOC at Schriever. I always look forward to going down there and at least
understanding a bit of what's going on down there, because we have such smart
people there on the ground.
I understand you've created a new program this year, the Precision Tracking
Space System. I think the acronym is PTSS. It would enhance the effectiveness

of all missile-defense systems and reduce reliance on land- and sea-based
sensors.
Given the ongoing challenges in space acquisition, which we've talked about
in other ways this morning, can you assure the committee that this program can
be delivered in a timely way, at a reasonable cost? And as a follow-on, can you
explain why the MDA's planning on acquiring a satellite capability when the Air
Force has primary expertise for space systems?
GEN. O'REILLY: Sir, the PTSS system, the strategy to develop it was based
on studies, many studies in the past, of what were the challenges and problems
with previous satellite development programs. And two of them was the
requirements being quite large on a small package. And second was to use
technology that wasn't mature at the time the program started.
So the PTSS system was designed to be a very simple satellite system. It is
-- and that's a key hallmark of it is the size of it. And it is designed to stare at
certain parts of the earth and do just that and transmit down what it sees for
fusing with our battle management and control systems on the ground.
So we believe the strategy that was laid out and the cost estimates -- we've
had several independent cost estimates, and we've been very conservative to
ensure that this can be developed on the time line stated and, in fact, endure
setbacks and still be developed on the time line stated. And the costs are very
conservative for this, and the approach is very simple. And we did that
intentionally in order to ensure we don't have problems in executing this.
The Missile Defense Agency actually will not manage the satellite aspect of
this program. It is a system, though, that involves the command and control, the
whole fire control system, the information transmitting and so forth. So the entire
network needs to be integrated into our Aegis system especially and our groundbased mid- course defense system. That's the expertise and the integration that
Missile Defense Agency brings.
We are utilizing the Navy research lab, which has a history of successful
launches of these size of satellites, which Johns Hopkins University also has the
same history, in order for us to verify we understand the requirements. Again,
going back, looking at the history of satellite programs and where they've had
trouble, we want to assure we know what we're going to ask industry to build. At
that point, we will compete the satellite systems for development.
Ultimately, sir, you're correct. The Air Force will be managing this, and
therefore they have an Air Force cell that's embedded in our team so that we
ensure that everything we're developing follows their data management and their
ground-control systems out at Schriever, which will be operating the system.

So we believe we've built a team together, capitalizing on the core
competencies. And then the Missile Defense Agency has to be the one that is
ultimately responsible of delivering a missile-defense capability with all our firecontrol systems and utilizing the benefits of those space-based sensors.
SEN. UDALL: Thank you for walking me through that process and that
construct.
Dr. Miller, Admiral Macy, let me turn to the East Asia and the Middle East,
the BMDR. Incidentally, I think the SECDEF put together a very comprehensive
and helpful approach to missile defense in general.
But according to the BMDR, the administration plans to tailor the phased
adaptive approach to East Asia and the Middle East. I understand that these
regional missile defense architecture plans are still in development, so the
inventory and resources requirements for Aegis and SM-3 and Patriots and
THAAD are not certain. The BMDR says the joint staff and STRATCOM are
developing a comprehensive force- management process, recognizing that the
regional demand for U.S. BMD assets is likely to exceed supply for some years
to come.
The new phased adaptive approach to missile defense is likely to have
significant force-structure implications. Have these requirements been quantified
yet? And given the fact that regional demand is likely to exceed supply for years
to come, when do you think the comprehensive force management process will
be completed to allocate what seemingly are scarce resources?
Admiral, maybe we'll start with you.
ADM. MACY: We are as close to finishing up the initial estimate on the
global force management issues and processes. We've been doing a study since
last fall, when it became apparently that this is going to be an issue when you
apply a phased adaptive approach to all three major regions with current missiledefense issues.
That effort has been led by STRATCOM and by my organization, JIAMDO,
on the joint staff. We are bringing that to a close in the next few months, and we'll
be briefing it up to the secretary, hopefully by June, if not before, to address the
current near-term needs of allocating the available ships' interceptors, THAAD
units, et cetera.
In the longer term, we will be shortly starting the Joint Capability Mix III
study. This is a follow-on from JCM II that was done a couple of years ago,
looking at the sufficiency of interceptors. This one will be, if you will, a repeat,
where we look at scenarios across the three regions, compare them against the
COCOM's warfighting plans, and then understand what are the implications.

We don't expect to be fighting in all three places at one time, but how much
overlap do you assess or believe? And then this JCM III study, as it's going to be
called, will be starting soon; expects to finish about this time next year. The big
difference between it and the previous study is it will look not only at interceptors,
but it will also look at launch systems such as ships and THAAD batteries, and it
will look at independent sensors such as airborne sensors, TPY II radars, and so
forth.
SEN. UDALL: Thank you.
Dr. Miller.
MR. MILLER: Senator Udall, I'd just add very briefly that the department has
an existing global force management process. And over the last year, we've
worked to integrate missile-defense assets into that process. I expect that even
with the accelerated purchases of missile defense assets, including THAAD
missiles, and including SM-3 capabilities, that we'll continue to have to manage
that process for some years to come.
SEN. UDALL: I see my time has expired. But Dr. Miller, I assume that in the
process of developing these plans, we're also working with the nations in those
various theaters that are inclined to be supportive of our efforts and would like to
be part of the -- would like to be part of the process of developing further missiledefense capabilities.
MR. MILLER: Yes, sir, we are.
SEN. UDALL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SEN. LEVIN: Thank you, Senator Udall.
Let me just summarize some of the points that have been made on the
phased adaptive system.
There's been a reference made to a gap, and the reference is to the
following, that if, in fact, Iran gets foreign assistance, that they could have a longrange missile by 2015 or 2017. Our second missile-defense system that would
be able to defend against a long- range Iranian missile would not be deployed
until about 2020. And so that is characterized as a gap of three years or so,
having one system instead of two.
Now let's look at the other side of the equation, where the phased adaptive
system will have far superior radars. They'll be able to use sensors from many
sources, including satellite sensors and airborne sensors. So on the sensor side
or the radar side, the phased adaptive system will be far more capable.

On the interceptor side, the third side or the other system would be limited to
10 missiles, which means you could maybe deal with five Iranian missiles. And
the new system will have many, many more interceptors that will be available to
it.
So you've got really a double gap with the old system. You've got a radar
gap, the old system having far less capable radars, and you've got a numerical
missile or interceptor gap as well with the old system.
So far, would you agree with that, Dr. Miller?
MR. MILLER: Senator, yes, I would agree. And I would add that the phased
adaptive approach, because we place a forward-based radar in Europe in 2011,
that will improve our national missile-defense capability significantly. So there's a
-- if you will, that's an implicit gap that was closed by the changing approach. We
have greater capability sooner than we would have for the defense of the United
States.
SEN. LEVIN: A greater capability for the ground-based system?
MR. MILLER: That's right -SEN. LEVIN: All right.
MR. MILLER: -- (inaudible) -- ground-based system.
SEN. LEVIN: So we'll have a greater, more capable system than we have
now in Alaska and California.
MR. MILLER: It will augment that system and improve its capabilities.
SEN. LEVIN: All right. So we have -- the first defense will be more capable.
The second defense will be far more capable than the third site would have been,
although it will not be available for perhaps three to five years later, if Iran gets
foreign assistance and comes up with an ICBM.
So from my perspective, you've got at least a double gap if you go to the old
system, compared to, at best, a very short-term -- or at worst a very short-term
three-year gap in having a second system in place. Is that -- General, would you
-- General, do you agree with that? Since you're a general, will you generally
agree with me on that?
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir, I would. And on top of that, we have -- there was
some discussion about the ability of the GMD system to intercept one time.
When we have the forward-based sensors, that also gives us the ability for GMD

itself to intercept more than once, have more than one opportunity in the defense
from a launch from the Middle East.
SEN. LEVIN: And in addition, the more capable radars on the new system
are movable? Is that correct?
GEN. O'REILLY: Yes, sir.
SEN. LEVIN: And the old radar was fixed at the third site. And so there's
other advantages as well. But I think that if people want to talk about a gap, the
number of gaps are much greater with the old system than with the new, at least
a double gap with the old system, maybe a triple gap, compared to that very
short-term so-called gap where you just have one system in place, even though
it's more capable than having two systems.
Senator Udall, do you want to ask anything else?
Thank you all. It's been a very, very useful morning. We appreciate your
being here. And we'll stand adjourned.
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